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A_T_CT

This is the final report on the third year of a study of techniques

for improving the reliability of digital systems through the application

of redundancy.

The objectives of this year's research were (1) continuation of the

previous year's study of the design of reliable memory read access

switches and extension to over-all memory system considerations, (2) to

study means for correcting faults in the amplifiers (known as transfer

circuits) of the Inhibit-Core computer scheme by means of logical redun-

dancy, and (3) to develop a breadboard version of a reliable Inhibit-Core

Transfer Circuit employing circuit redundancy.

In the study of reliable memory techniques, consideration is given

t_ the design of recoders for reliable read access switches. The function

of such recoders is to convert the code used in the external computer

system into the set of signals needed by the power drivers, which in turn

drive a fault-masking read access switch. Becoders are developed for

non-zero-noise access switches, and for Constantine, Latin Square, and

Sobelman access switches. Different circuit techniques are presented,

including the use of single-aperture magnetic cores, with and without

diodes, and multi-aperture cores. Consideration is also given to the

design of magnetic code-correction circuits that are based on block

codes, for the correction of errors in the information channels.

x.._,

In the study of logical redundancy for Inhibit-Core Logic amplifier

protection, it is assumed that the logic elements are perfectly reliable_

i.e., that all faults occur in the amplifiers. Since these have only a

transmission and detection function, the methods of error-correctlng

coding for communication channels are applied. The problem is to find

codes and circuits for the encoding and decoding functions which have a

reasonable practical realization in the framework of a standard Inhibit-

Core system. The report describes a number of feasible schemes which

offer the system designer variable trade-offs among redundancy costs_

i.e., in encoding, decoding, and amplifier equipments, and in time.
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In the development of a breadboard version of a reliable transfer

circuit, the major concern is failure of the semiconductor components by

short or open circuit conditions among the terminals, in any combination.

A circuit was developed and built that meets the client's performance

requirements over all specified temperature and power supply conditions

in the presence of any single transistor or diode, failure, and in the

presence of a number of multiple failures. A number of interesting al-

ternative circuit approaches are also described.
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FOREWORD

J

For the past three years, Stanford Research Institute has conducted

a study aimed at developing techniques for improving the reliability of

digital systems through the application of redundancy. This study has

been supported by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory because of its interest

in the construction of digital equipment which is required to operate

in space, unattended, for long periods of time.

Although there are many published theoretical analyses of the per-

formance of redundant systems, the amount of practical engineering

techniques available for the design of redundant circuits and systems

is very limited. Furthermore, the well-known methods--series paralleling

at the component level, and majority functions at the logical level are

quite expensive. They are "universal" methods, in that they may be

applied to any part, but there are important parts of a digital system

which may be corrected at significantly lower cost (important costs in

this situation are electrical and material loading of the supporting

system, and the increased likelihood of parts failure due to the increased

number of parts and to the increased complexity of the equipment). In

addition, component redundancy is difficult to apply to a circuit without

lowering its operating margins.

The objective of the work of the past three years has been to develop

techniques for protecting different sections of digital systems against

faults, at low cost. It was found that this economy could be achieved

by taking advantage of the special characteristics of the different

sections, and by employing combinations of components in which the more

reliable components provide protection for the less reliable components.

The major topics studied in the first two years were (1) the automatic

detection of faults in combinational switching networks, 1 (2) the design
2

of codes and coding circuitry for fault correction in digital systems,

(3) the application of redundancy for the design of reliable magnetic

core memories, 3 and (4) the design of simple stored-program computers
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for the efficient application of redundancy. 3 These studies were

theoretical and general, although several practical questions arose

in the memory work.

The work of the third year was more practical in nature. In

addition to having general long-range interests in redundancy techniques,

the client is currently engaged in the design of a digital computer

system based on the inhibit-core logic scheme, a well-known circuit

scheme, characterized by a high ratio of magnetic to semiconductor

components and low standby power consumption. The first and third

sections of this final report present the results of studies of two

approaches to the application of redundancy to the inhibit-core scheme--

i.e., circuit redundancy, and logical redundancy.

In the first study, the sense amplifier (Transfer Circuit) was

examined, because it contains most of the semiconductors in the system,

and these are considered to be the components most likely to fail. h

breadboard circuit was developed using the performance specifications of

the non-redundant system currently being developed by the client. This

circuit meets these specifications under all simulated single-fault con-

ditions, and a number of multiple-fault conditions. Many alternative

circuit configurations were examined and rejected in the development of

the final circuit.

The second study also concentrated on the sense amplifiers, but it

was based on the application of error-correcting code techniques, in

which a group of amplifiers are combined in such a way that the desired

signals are produced even under complete transient or permanent failure

of amplifiers Done or more, depending on the complexity of the code. A

number of'techniques were developed which require the use of somewhat

more complex forms of the standard output circuit (a magnetic-core diode

current-steering switch). The different techniques call for different

proportions of redundancy .among input-logic, amplifier, and output-logic

equipment, giving the system designer some flexibility of choice. Gen-

erally, the redundancy ratios are low.

The two approaches to amplifier protection may be used individually

or in combination. Inasmuch as the problems are extracted from a whole

system, it is difficult to recommend a "best" course. The choice must

be made by a system designer with the over-all view of systems compatibility,
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of equipment boundary conditions, of component costs, and of the degree

of reliability improvement required.

The second major study of the third year, presented in Part Two,

was the continuation of the previous year's work on reliable magnetic-

core memories. The main subject was the design of recoder switches,

whose function is to translate the code employed in the external computer

system to the set of signals required for energizing the drivers of

magnetic-core access switches. Several kinds of access switches were

studied in the previous year. These are capable of correcting faults

in the drivers, so that this study completed the development of efficient

means for accessing a memory with amplifiers subject to faults. Magnetic

circuits were also developed for efficient correction of errors in the

information channels, using error-correcting codes. This study, although

not related to a particular memory development, has aimed at development

of practical techniques.

The studies of the past three years have produced many redundancy

methods, which allow a design to take advantage of special circumstances

of circuit function and of the relative costs in reliability and material

of different available component types, These techniques were developed

separately and in general terms. It is suggested that they be tested

by application to a complete working system,

vii
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PART ONE: DESIGN OF A RELIABLE TRANSFER CIRCUIT

(CIRCUIT SENSE AMPLIFIER) USING CIRCUIT

AND COMPONENT REDUNDANCY
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I INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this portion of the project was to develop

and test a breadboard version of a special form of s_nse amplifier, called

a "transfer circuit," that achieves high reliability through semiconductor

redundancy and through the use of magnetic devices. The transfer circuit

is to be compatible with the client's realization of an Inhibit-Core

computer. A secondary objective was to evolve circuits and techniques

that are applicable to the development of a reliable transfer circuit.

Both of these objectives have been achieved. A reliable circuit

has been developed and tested in the form of a laboratory breadboard.

It maintains full operating margins even with semiconductor faults

present. Redundancy provides protection against all modes of failure

of any single semiconductor component and additionally protects against

certain multiple failures. A major part of the effort has been directed

toward developing and implementing semiconductor redundancy techniques,

although some magnetic circuitry has also been investigated. Magnetics

has really come into the work largely through the liberal use of ferrite

pulse transformers.
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II NON-REDUNDANT TRANSFER CIRCUIT

In an Inhibit-Core logic system 4 the transfer'circuit performs the

functions of signal detection, noise rejection, pulse amplification,

pulse shaping, and storage of information. A particular implementation

of a transfer circuit that is of interest to the client is shown in

Fig. 1.1. This circuit was taken as the starting point for this portion

of the project. The transfer circuit proper consists of a sense amplifier

and a blocking oscillator that perform the functions of signal detection,

pulse amplification, and a part of the noise-rejection function. Noise

is rejected by virtue of the voltage threshold of the base-emitter junc-

tion of the silicon transistors, and by the finite energy required for

triggering the blocking oscillator. The strobe circuit enclosed in the

dashed line is not really a part of the transfer circuit. It performs

the remaining part of the noise discrimination function by essentially

turning the amplifier stage on and off. The amplifier is active only

at READ time (i.e., at Logic READ and at Register BEAD); signals that

occur at other times are not amplified. The current-steering switch s

performs the storage and pulse-shaping function. It is significant to

note that the blocking-oscillator output pulse, when present, overrides

the pulse from the READ clock in setting the current-steering switch.
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III REDUNDANCY TECIINiQUES

Redundancy techniques can be considered as belonging to one of two

categories--namely, signal redundancy and circuit redundancy. In signal

redundancy, information is added to the basic "message"; in circuit

redundancy hardware is replicated. It is circuit redundancy that was

applied in this portion of the work. Circuit redundancy can be divided

into circuit-block redundancy and component redundancy. The circuit

block that is replicated could consist of a very few components or of

a large number of components forming a module of some sort. By component

redundancy we mean replication on a resistor, transistor, etc., level.

The common approaches to circuit redundancy make use of yon Neumann s or

majority logic redundancy, and Moore-Shannon 7 or quad redundancy, al-

though there are other useful approaches. 8'9

It is a difficult task to fully assess the reliability increase that

redundancy affords in any specific instance. One can get a meaningful

evaluation by applying two figures of merit, one of which is an indica-

tion of the price that is being paid for reliability and one that is an

indication of the increase in reliability that has been achieved. The

former is the ratio of the number of components used in the redundant

circuit to the number of components used in the non-redundant circuit

(with each circuit performing the same electrical function). This

figure of merit is called the redundancy ratio, or more correctly, the

component redundancy ratio.

The figure of merit that is a measure of the increased reliability

can take several forms. One way to establish the figure of merit is to

compare the "mean time to failure" of the redundant and non-redundant

circuits, l° Another way is to compare the two circuits from a probability

of success (or failure) standpoint, knowing numerically the probability

of success or failure of the individual components. Since it is difficult

to obtain reliability data on individual components that can be accurately

applied to a specific application one cannot ordinarily make accurate

predictions. Nevertheless, meaningful estimates can be made. I1 When

the numerical probability is unknown, one can establish a ratio between

17



the reliability in the redundant and non-redundant cases, and express

t6is ratio as a function of the individual component reliabilities, which

are assumed to be the same in both circuits. Calculations of this type

are made in Sec. IV-E of Part One,

J
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IV REDUNDANT TRANSFER CIRCUIT

_ffi

A. GENEBAL

In this section we will discuss a particular redundant circuit.

This circuit, in the form of a laboratory breadboard model, is one of

the tangible results of this portion of the project. A major goal was

to evolve such a redundant circuit and carry it through the breadboard

stage.

B. SCOPE

This circuit evolved assuming that semiconductor failures are the

chief cause of transfer circuit failure, and that semiconductor redundancy

is to be used to protect against these failures. Failures are assumed to

be of a catastrophic nature, and it is acceptable, if undesirable, for

the transfer circuit to momentarily malfunction during the occurrence of

a component failure. It is further assumed that the probability of a

component failing by shorting is equal to the probability of the component

failing by opening. PNP transistors, zener diodes, four-layer diodes,

silicon controlled rectifiers, and backward diodes are considered to be

undesirable components for this application since it has not been demon-

strated that they are highly reliable components. On the other hand,

the NPN transistors and the diodes used in the non-redundant circuit,

Fig. 1.1, are considered to be acceptable components.

The clock-current pulse and the strobe voltage are assumed to behave

in an ideal fashion. Furthermore, the following are assumed to be much

more reliable than semiconductors:

(i) Wire and insulation

(2) Connections

(3) Capacitors

(4) Resistors

(5) Chokes

(6) Pulse transformers

(7) Square-loop toroids.

11 /_
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The ,operational constraints that are placed on the circuit are as

follows:

(I) The strobe is to activate the circuit at REAl} time but it

is not to be used for noise discrimination during the READ-

pulse txme interval.

(2) Tile standby power of the circuit is to be low (<50 %Iw).

(3) The clock repetition rate, number of clock phases, and tile

shape and amplitude of the clock pulse all have fixed values.

(4) The input signal source impedance, the amplitude and shape

of the signal pulse, and the variations of these parameters

with temperature are all fixed.

(5) The output characteristics of the redundant circuit are to

be essentially the same as the characteristics of the present

current-steerlng switch.

(6) The circuit is to operate properly throughout the ambient

temperature range of -10°C to ÷85°C, with a simultaneous

variatlon of ±50% and ±20% in power supply voltages as

indicated in Fig. I.I.

!

J
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C. A TWO-CHANNEL CIRCUIT

In Fig. 1.2 is shown a block diagram representation of the original

non-redundant circuit, omitting the current-steering switch. Each rec-

tangle represents one transistor and some associated parts. It is

instructive to ask what would happen if circuit-block redundancy is

applied in a manner that would give two separate signal channels. Such

a circuit is indicated in Fig. 1.3. If one transistor in either channel

opens up, then the remaining channel is relied upon to perform the circuit

function. If the input and output circuits of the good channel are not

disturbed and if one output is sufficient to drive the load--i.e., the

INPU'T

STROBE +

AMPLI FIER BLOCKINGOSCILLATOR
RA -3196-82

FIG. 1.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE NON-REDUNDANT CIRCUIT

12



STROBE +

? ?

INPUT STROBE +

? ?

AMPLIFIERS BLOCKING-OSCILLATORS

TO SWITCH

RA-3196 -76

-T_

FIG. I.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM OFATWO-CHANNEL REDUNDANT CIRCUIT

current-steering switch, then the circuit will indeed protect against

this failure. But consider the effect of one transistor shorting from

collector to base. If this short occurs in a blocking oscillator stage,

then dc is applied to the output terminal at all times,and the current-

steering switch will be incorrectly set (see Fig. 1.1). Therefore, the

circuit does not protect against a false 1 arising in this manner. If

the short occurs in the transistor in an amplifier stage, then the strobe

voltage is applied directly to the input of the blocking oscillator and

an output pulse occurs every time the strobe voltage appears. Again a

false I is generated.

The paralleling of circuit blocks has protected against a false 0

but has not protected against a false 1. However, if we were to put

two transistors in series in their collector-to-emitt.er circuits, then

a short in a single transistor would be protected against. A circuit

block consisting of two series transistors in an amplifier stage and

two series transistors in a blocking oscillator stage could be placed

in parallel with an identical circuit block, and the entire unit would

in a sense be an acceptable one. There is a practical difficulty that

arises from such a circuit for this application. Namely, the sense

winding now supplies a signal to four transistors instead of one, The

power available at each of the four transistors is less than that avail-

able to the one transistor in the non-redundant circuit, and it turns

13



out in this application that the four cannot be driven hard enough to

develop sufficient trigger voltage for the blocking oscillator, There-

fore, this circuit cannot be used here.

Before proceeding further let us summarize the steps taken so far.

First we found t'hat the simple two-channel circuit would not protect

against a false I; note that this circuit has a transistor redundancy

ratio of 2. Secondly, we found that by increasing the transistor

redundancy ratio to 4 we could protect against both a false I and a

false O, but that for this application the limited power available from

the input did not permit proper circuit operation even in a fault-free

condition.

The next step we take increases the transistor redundancy ratio to

5, and we can provide the additional power needed to drive four transistors;

such a circuit is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. Here the sense winding is con-

nected to two transistors; each of these in turn drives two more tran-

sistors, The first amplifier stages are connected to dc rather than

the strobe voltage, so series transistors are not needed. The

STROBE

i
!

!
!

i
i

!
]

INPUT +

AMPLIFIERS

STROBE

AMPLiFiERS

+

BLOCKINGOSCILLATOR

TO SWITCH

_" RB-3196 -77

FIG. 1.4 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE FINAL REDUNDANT CIRCUIT
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transformer connecting these amplifiers is for amplitude stabilization,

as will be explained in the next section. The transfer circuit as a

whole is activated at the proper time by applying the strobe voltage

to the second amplifier stages where transistors are put in series for

fault protection. The outputs of the second amplifier stages could

each go to series transistors with each series pair forming a blocking

oscillator stage. The redundant circuit would then comprise two

separate channels. However, the reliability of the transfer circuit

can be increased by connecting the amplifier outputs in parallel to

drive the quadded blocking oscillator as indicated in Fig. 1.4. The

dashed line that connects the quad at its midpoint indicates an optional

conducting path. If the probability of a transistor failing by opening

is greater than the probability of its failing by shorting, then the

midpoints should be connected. For the reverse situation, the midpoints

should not be connected. A circuit having its midpoints joined is

generally the more difficult one to implement:

D. EVOLVED CIBCUIT

The block diagram circuit shown in Fig. 1.4 represents the circuit

which was evolved in this portion of the work, although the steps taken

did not follow the ones indicated above. The complete schematic of this

redundant circuit, except for the current-steering switch, is shown in

Fig. 1.5. The current-steering switch that is used with this circuit is

the same as the original switch shown as a part of Fig. i.i, except that

the three diodes are replaced by three diode quads.

In the circuit shown in Fig. 1.5 each collector circuit has a

resistor in it to limit the current drawn from the power supply in the

event a transistor shorts. There are additional resistors in the

collector circuit of the blocking oscillator and second amplifier stages.

These resistors permit the individual transistors to saturate even

though a particular transistor may have a different value for its

saturation voltage than does the transistor in parallel with it. The

series transistors also have resistors shunting them (collector to

emltter) to equalize the collector-to-emitter voltage when the transistors

are not saturated.

The quadded blocking oscillator circuit is essentially the original

circuit repeated four times. The trigger windings of all the transformers

15



are connected in series, as are the collector windings. It is interesting

to note thaL four transformers are used here when a cursory examination

might indicate that one transformer should be sufficient. Four are

required in order to maintain the operating margins of the original

circuit when the redundant circuit has faults in it. That this is

indeed the case can be appreciated by considering a quad circuit having

only one transformer but having four secondary (base) windings. For

this circuit, if one transistor failed by shorting from base to collector,

approximately one-half of the load current would flow through the as-

sociated base winding and the short. The other half of the load current

would flow through the parallel set of transistors which is not faulty.

The current through the base winding is detrimental to tile circuit

operation because the output pulse width is determined in part by the

saturation characteristics of the transformer core. The load current

flowing in the base winding moves the operating point of the core and

therefore changes the width of the pulse. This change is reflected

as a decrease in the range of supply voltages over which the circuit

will operate.

Putting the transistors in series in the second amplifier stage is

straightforward except for the diode quad shunting the base circuit

winding. The purpose of this quad differs from the typical purpose of

a diode in this position. It is not required here as long as there

are no faults in the circuit. When a short occurs between the collector

and the base of one of the series transistors, a weak burst of oscil-

lations occurs each time the strobe voltage appears. The feedback path

for these oscillations is through the first amplifier stage in some

mannermprobably through the transistor capacitance. The diodes across

the base winding prevent the occurrence of these fault-induced oscil-

lations. (It might be possible to reduce the number of diodes required

by putting the diodes across the series primary windings. This was not

tried. )

The first amplifier stages have several features that are required

to maintain operating margins in the presence of faults. Three features

which stabilize the ampIifier output amplitude will now be described.

In the absence of the capacitor in the base circuit, a base-to-collector

short of a transistor in one channel permits dc to flow through the

secondary of the input transformer associated with that channel. This

current flowing through eighty turns saturates the transformer core;
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this effectively places a short across the transformer input terminals,

and the signal presented to the other channel is considerably increased.

The signal increase per se is not a detriment, but the discrimination

against noise becomes difficult, hence the capacitor.

The inductor shown as a dotted line across the transformer input

terminals represents the magnetizing inductance of the transformer. In

the usual pulse transformer design this inductance is purposely made

high to minimize any shunting effect. In this application the inductance

is made low (about 6 #h) to provide a shunt path for the signal in the

event that a transistor opens between its base and emitter. In the

absence of such a shunt path the signal to the other channel would have

its amplitude considerably reduced.

The transformer that provides coupling between the two base circuits

stabilizesthe signal amplitude in the event that a transistor shorts

between its base and emitter. In the absence of this transformer a

base-emitter short would be reflected as a short across the input

terminals of the 'transformer feeding this transistor. As in the case

of the saturated transformer, too great a noise signal would be present

at the input of the other channel. The transformer couples degeneratively

into each base circuit from the signal in the other base circuit. A

base-emitter short in one channel causes a large degenerative signal

to be coupled into the good channel, counteracting the amplitude increase

present at its input terminals.

With the exception of the 2N915 transistor used in the first amplifier

stages, the semiconductor types used in the redundant circuit are the same

as those in the original non-redundant circuit. Component evaluation was

not an intended part of this work. The 2N915 is used because the 2N1613,

2N1711, and the 2N2297 were found to be unsuitable for this amplifier

stage, although further circuit work might lead to a method of using

them if this were considered desirable. (Conversations with personnel

from Fairchild Semiconductor Co. reveal that the 2N915 is probably as

reliable as the 2N1613 for this particular application.) It is the

collector-to-base capacitance that causes trouble with the 2N1613, etc.;

degeneration via this capacitance reduces the stage gain below a desirable

level. The 2N915 has a much lower capacitance than does the 2N1613

(3.5 pf as opposed to 25 pf) and is therefore a good transistor for

this amplifier circuit.
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The 2N1613's and the 2N2297's as used in the redundant circuit

should be more reliable than they are individually in the non-redundant

circuit. This comes about because they are subjected to less electrical

stress. By putting transistors in series, the collector-to-emltter

voltage is reduced by a factor of two when the transistors are active

and the circuit is operating without faults. Both the second amplifier

stages and the blocking oscillator have transistors in series. The

blocking oscillator has an additional feature which should further

increase the reliability of the individual transistors. The load

current is shared by two parallel paths so each transistor is required

to carry only one-half of the current the single blocking oscillator

transistor carries in the non-redundant circuit.

Note that no tolerance values are given on any of the components

in the circuit. No explicit effort was made to determine the limits

that are permissible; however, experience with the circuit indicates

that none of the component parameters is critical except for the

matching indicated for the first amplifier input transformers.

Table 1.1 is a summary of the properties of the redundant circuit

shown in Fig. 1.5.

E. EVALUATION OF TIIE REDUNDANT CIRCUIT

A breadboard of the circuit shown in Fig. 1.5 was subjected to a

series of tests over the temperature range of -10°C to +85°C with supply

voltage variations of +20% and +50%. The input signal for these tests

came from two different sources that simulate the actual sources in the

computer. This simulation was specified by the client. One source

simulates a group of Register cores and comprises a string of twenty,

30-50 ferrite toroids, Electronic Memories, Inc., type 56-102, spaced

such that the entire string was three inches in length. A two-turn

sense winding linked the cores and connected to ten inches of a twisted

pair of 426 teflon insulated wires. One core only was switched at READ

time.* The READ clock pulse has an amplitude of 600 milliamperes, a

width at the base of the pulse of 2 microseconds, a rise time of

0.5 microseconds, and a fall time of 0.2 microseconds. This pulse

drives the Register cores through a two-turn winding.
s ......

Much ol the testing wss done w:th s szmulntloa thst ss now obsolete because colncldent-curreot operation
wss used. The client chsnged from this type of operstion during the project to one where only n single
core st uuy one I_AD tise is subjected to s drive pulse, thereby considerubly reducing the noise problem.
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Table 1.1

SUMMARY OF CIRCUIT CliARACTERISTICS

FIRST AMPLIFIER STAGE

Purpose: gain, threshold

Major Features Functions

Two parallel channels

"Cross-coupling" transformer

"Poorly" designed input
transformer

Coupling capacitor

Protects against false 0

Stabilizes signal level under certain
fault conditions

Stabilizes signal level under certain
fault conditions

Stabilizes signal level under certain
fault conditions

Minor Features Functions

C_llector resistor

Emitter resistor

Transformer output coupling

Protects power supply

Stabilizes gain vs. temperature, time

and manufacturing tolerance

Converts transistor short into a 0

SECOND AMPLIFIER STAGE

Purpose: gain, false signal discrimination

Major Features Functions

Two channels with outputs
combined

Series transistors

Diode quad

Protects against false 0

Protects against false I

Suppresses oscillations when collector-
base shorts

Minor Features Functions

Resistive divider Equalizes VCE

Common collector resistor Maintains amplitude of output when one
channel fails. Protects power supply

BLOCKING OSCILLATOR

Purpose: gain, threshold, pulse stretching

Major Features Functions

Transistor quad Protects against false 0 and I

/Separate transformers Maintains operating margins

Minor Features Functions

Resistive divider

10-ohm collector resistors

Common collector resistor

"Diode quad

Series base resistor

Parallel l_C

Equalizes VCK

Equalizes collector currents

Limits pulse current amplitude. Main-

tains current amplitude when tran-
sistors fail

Protects base-emitter against high

reverse voltage

Influences output pulse width

Suppresses noise
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Tl_e other source simulates a group of Logic cores and comprises a

string of forty-six 50-80 ferrite toroids, Ampex Computer Products,

type 802-40, spaced such that the entire string was six inches in length.

A one-turn sense winding linked the cores and connected to fifteen inches

of a twisted pair of _26 teflon insulated wire. Here only one core at a

time is in the state that will permit read-out, and the entire string is

driven simultaneously by the BEAD clock pulse. Noise cancellation cores

are also in the sense loop and are driven by the BEAD clock. The clock

pulse goes through one turn on each Logic core.

The load used for these tests was the current-steering switch shown

in Fig. i.I.

The circuit was found to operate satisfactorily with no fault, with

any single fault, and with certain combinations of multiple faults. A

fault in a transistor is considered to be an open or a short between

any two or three terminals in all combinations, Transistor failures

were simulated by shorting between the socket terminals with clip leads

and by opening the circuit at the socket. For the most part this was

done with the transistor removed from the socket, but some simulated

faults were put in with the transistor in situ. Because of the very

large number of combinations of multiple faults that are possible for

the entire circuit when one takes into account the eleven modes of

failure* of a single transistor, only selected combinations were tested.

These combinations were chosen to give the most severe circuit loading.

An example of a combination that is protected against is a collector-

to-emitter short in a single transistor in each of the three stages

(considering for this purpose that the first amplifier stage consists

of two transistors and the second amplifier stage consists of four

transistors). As an extreme, if one can select the modes and specific

transistors for failure, it is possible for seven of the ten transistors

to fail and the circuit still operates with full margins. The circuit

operated satisfactorily with all combinations of faults that were tested

(when the combination was one presumably protected against). More

exhaustive testing would be a desirable part of any further work on this

circuit.

For any given transistor type, tome of the combined short-open failure modeA wil| be very unlike|y.

The eleven modes of £ailure are: three single-terminal open-circuit conditions, three t_o-terminal

shorts, three aingle-terminal-open-two-terminal-*hort combinations, one fully opened circuit (given

by any two- or three-terminal open circulta), und one fully shorted circuit (given by shy two pairs

of short circuits},
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The failures against which this circuit is primarily intended to

give protection are catastrophic in nature. What is considered moss

important here is the effect thatthe failure has upon the circuit after

it has occurred, rather than its effect during the occurrence of the

failure. It should be noted, however, that this redundant circuit pro-

tects against a decrease in the gain of a transistor whether it occurs

suddenly or over a long period of time, and protection is in fact

afforded during the occurrence of a failure in most cases. One transient

failure that is not completely protected against is a short in the first

amplifier stage. If such a short happens to occur during the time that

the strobe voltage is applied to the second amplifier stage, then a

false 1 could be generated. The fact that the strobe has a duty factor

of about 1:5 leads to a low probability that this transient condition

will cause trouble.

To determine how much reliability improvement the redundant circuit

gives, a probability analysis can be made. To do this in great detail

is a formidable problem. One would need to know the probability of

occurrence of each mode of failure for each particular component under

the actual environmental and electrical conditions the circuit will

experience. This kind of information is, of course, not available. It

is nevertheless possible to get meaningful information by making cal-

culations based upon certain reasonable assumptions.

First consider the probability of success of the non-redundant

circuit shown in Fig. 1.1. It contains seven diodes and two transistors.

The reliability of a diode and a transistor are assumed to be roughly the

same. Denoting this reliability of the individual semiconductor (or

probability of success) by "'p," the probability of success of the entire

circuit can be expressed as p9 (Note that we are taking into account

only semiconductor failures.) Since in this circuit it is trivial, from

an operational point of view, to replace all the diodes by diode quads,

it is instructive to compare the reliability of the completely non-

redundant circuit with a circuit susceptible only to transistor failures

(two transistors). For the latter, the probability of success is p_,

which is a big improvement. Now consider the probability of success of

the redundant circuit shown in Fig. 1.5. This analysis becomes more

involved than these above. An initial step can be taken by assuming

that the circuit fails if there are two component failures. This is a

pessimistic view, since there are many ways that two and more components

23
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can fail without causing circuit failure. The probability of failure

for the redundant circuit in this case is approximately 45q 2, for small

q, where q is (1 - p), the probability of semiconductor failure. A

second step can be taken if one knows or assumes a value for the relative

probability of occurrence of a failure by shorting compared to the failure

by opening, It appears reasonable to assume an equal probability of

occurrence of shorts and opens. On the basis of this assumption the

probability of failure of the redundant circuit becomes approximately

5.Sq 2, which is a considerable improvement over the non-redundant circuit.

The ratio:
probability of failure of the non-redundant circuit

probability of failure of the redundant circuit

is a useful figure of merit. When redundancy is applied on a component

level to the diodes only, this ratio is approximately 4.5, When complete

semiconductor redundancy is applied and shorts and opens assumed equally

likely, the ratio becomes approximately 1/0.6q.

It is instructive to pursue this probability evaluation further.

As an illustration of the amount of improvement which might result, let

us assume that these three types of transfer circuits are to be used in

a computer requiring 30 such circuits and having a mission time of 104

hours, or about lg years. We will also assume that the semiconductor

mean-time-to-failure (MTF) lies between 2 million hours and 20 million

hours. 11'12 For these assumptions the probability of failure of one

semiconductor, q, becomes 0.005 for 2 million hours MTF and 0.0005 for

20 million hours MTF. The probability of success of the mission is

given in the following table along with other data. Where the redundant

circuit of Fig. 1.5 is involved it is assumed that failure by shorts

and opens are equally probable.

From Table 1.2 it is apparent that semiconductor redundancy can be

applied to gain substantial improvement in the transfer circuit reliability,

bearing in mind "the assumptions that have been made, and also bearing in

mind that the computer must have an extremely high probability of success

when it is but one of many sub-systems in the entire space vehicle.

1

=

1
1

!
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Table 1.2

CIBCUIT BELIABILITY COMPABISON

NON-REDUNDANT FULLY REDUNDANT
WITH QUADDED CIBCUIT

CIIARACTEBISTIC CIRCUIT DIODES
(Fig. 1.1) (Fig. 1.5)

Transistor redundancy ratio

Diode redundancy ratio

Probability of failure for one
circuit

Probability of failure for one
circuit with 2 million hours MTF
assumed*

Probability of failure for one
circuit with 20 million hours MTF
assumed*

Probability of computer success
with 2 million hours MTF assumed*

Probability of computer success
with 20 million hours MTF assumed*

1

1

9q

0. 045

0.0045

26%

87%

1

4

2q

0.01

0.001

74%

97%

5

6.3

5.5q 2"

1.4 x 10 .4

1.4 x 10 .6

96%

99.6%

t

See text above.
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V CIRCUIT TECHNIQUES

A. GENERAL

In addition to the breadboard circuit discussed above, several other

circuits were investigated. These circuits do not constitute complete

transfer circuits, but are individual parts which are potentially appli-

cable to a transfer circuit. These circuits were evolved while the

breadboard circuit was being developed but for one reason or another

were not incorporated in the final circuit. One should not conclude

that since they were not incorporated they are necessarily inferior to

the techniques used in the final circuit. Rather, they are alternative

approaches which might indeed lead to a more desirable transfer circuit

than the one illustrated in Fig. 1.5, if further effort were spent in

this direction.

B. FIVE-CORE CURRENT STEERING SWITCIt

Earlier in this portion of the report the possibility of using two

parallel signal channels was discussed, in connection with Fig. 1.3.

In such an approach the output of two blocking oscillators is combined

to feed into a current steering switch. This switch cannot be the one

that forms a part of the original transfer circuit, for there a short

in one transistor would disable the entire transfer circuit. An

apparently novel means of combining the output of two blocking oscil-

lators is to use the five-core current steering switch shown in Fig. 1.6.

An interesting variation of the five-core switch is effected by replacing

four of the toroids with two Multi-Aperture-Devices (MAD's). The switch

then comprises one toroid and two MAD's. The circuit using the five

cores has been successfully operated; no attempt has been made to operate

the one composed of MAD's.

In this five-core switch, as in the two-core switch circuit used by

JPL, the blocking oscillator pulse overrides the BEAD clock pulse. This

means that the current from the blocking oscillator results in an mmf

that is either greater in magnitude or longer in duration than that fromthe

clock pulse, or both. To understand the operation of this switch, first

take the case where no blocking oscillator pulse has occurred so that at
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[lEAD time.cores A, B, C, and D are either switched or held in the RESET

or CLEAB state, and the E core is switched to the SET state. At a later

time, when the INHIBIT pulse is present, Core E is switched to the CLEAR

state and current is steered into the "false" branch of the circuit in

the conventional manner. Now assume that Blocking Oscillator 1 has an

output during BEAD time; then Cores A, B, and E are all SET at this time.

Then the next time an INItIBIT pulse occurs, these three cores will be

CLEARED. The voltages induced in the diode loop as a result of this

switching are such that the current is steered into the "true" branch.

This happens because the voltages from B and D cancel in the diode loop.

It is significant to note that the only mmf applied to Cores B and E,

in the ideal circuit, is that due to the INHIBIT current going through

the windings N I. This means that the diode loop behaves as if only

Core A were switching. Now if both blocking oscillators have an output

pulse at READ time, all cores are SET at this time. This time, when

the INHIBIT pulse occurs, the voltage from both Core A and Core C try

to turn-on the diodes in the "true" output line and the net voltage

from Cores B, D, and E is in the direction to maintain the diodes in

the "false" line in the nonconducting state. This causes the current

to be steered into the "true" output. Note that the voltage in the

output loop is treated in two parts--that due to the three cores to the

left and that due to the two cores to the right. This is because the

cores at the left all have the same mmf applied to them at INIIIBIT time,

so they all switch at the same rate and therefore have identical voltage

pulse shapes and amplitudes. Likewise, the mmf applied to Core A is the

same as the mmf applied to Core C, but this value is less than the mmf

applied to the three cores at the left.

So far the explanation has considered only normal operation or the

absence of a pulse from one blocking oscillator--i.e., a false 0 from

one blocking oscillator. What happens when a blocking oscillator has

a false I by virtue of a short from the emitter to the collector? This

is a more difficult fault to deal with unless a fuse is used.* Three

possible ways of obtaining failsafe operation without using a fuse were

The possibility of using fuses was investigated. Microlectron, Inc., Santa Monics, California has

developed some Precision Current Limiters under NASA Contract No. NAS 5-2780. These fuses are made

in three sites: 1/16, 1, and 3 ampere ratings. The indications are that these fuses are reliable

and could be used to sdvsntage in an application such as this. Further consideration of these fuses

seems warrsnted.
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thought of and are indicated in Fig. 1.7. In each of these the direct

current through a shorted transistor is diverted into another path so

that it doesn't SET the cores in the switch. Except possibly for the

circuit shown in Fig. 1.7(c) the operation is apparent by inspection.

In Fig. 1.7(c) the steady state value of the direct current can be made

to flow almost entirely through the path having the inductor in it.

Alternatively, by matching resistance values, the current in this branch

can be made to equal the current flowing in the resistive branch so that

the net mmf applied to the switch cores is zero. The circuit shown in

Fig. 1.7(c) may have some advantages over the simpler one in Fig. 1.7(b),

in terms of transient behavior. None of the circuits shown schematically

in Fig. 1.7 has been designed or tested. For a specific application it

may be possible to reduce the number of diodes in Fig. 1.7(c) below the

number shown.

The five-core switch in combination with a dc failsafe circuit should

make it possible to successfully combine the output from two channels.
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C. AMPLIFIER WITII BASE STROBING

The original non-redundant circuit shown in Fig. 1.1 indicates a

strobe is applied to the collector of the amplifier. The purpose of this

strobe is to activate the amplifier and hence the transfer circuit only

at READ time. The strobe at the col]ector terminal causes two problems.

First of all, if there is a collector-emitter short then a false 1 is

generated by the transfer circuit. The second problem is not really a

redundancy problem but nevertheless affects the over-all system reliability.

The strobe in the collector must of course carry the sum of the collector

current from all the amplifiers connected to it. If it were possible to

strobe the base rather than the collector, then the current required per

amplifier from the strobe circuit would be considerably reduced and the

total number of transistors required in the system strobe circuits would

be reduced. For these two reasons the possibility of using base-circuit

strobing in a redundant circuit was investigated.

There are two features of the base strobing approach that merit

special mention. First, since changes in the strobe circuit are being

contemplated, attention will be given to its reliabillty at the same

time, even though it is not a part of the transfer circuit. In the

circuits to be discussed this is reflected in the use of two transistors

3O
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FIG. 1.7 DC FAILSAFECIRCUITS
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in series. If only one transistor were used, a short in it from collector

to emitter would cause an output pulse to occur with each READ pulse.

The second feature is that the voltage which the strobe circuit presents

to the transistor amplifier can no longer vary between wide limits. The

strobe circuit must apply a voltage that is great enough to allow a t

signal to be amplified and at the same time it must be less than the

voltage reqQired to overcome the threshold of the base-emitter junction.

If the strobe voltage is greater than the base-emitter threshold then

the transistor will have an output pulse presentwhenever the READ clock

pulse appears. These voltage limits obtain with power supply variations

and ambient temperature variations.

In Fig. 1.8 are shown four of the several circuits that we proposed

and considered. In the circuit shown in Fig. 1.8(a) the amplifier is

biased off except when the READ clock saturates the strobe transistors.

The saturation of the strobe transistors returns the base of the amplifier

transistor to a negative voltage that is equal to the sum of the two

saturation voltages. This activates the amplifier. This circuit fails

to operate satisfactorily for this application because of the presence

of the capacitor in the base circuit. The capacitance of this capacitor

must be high so that the sense-signal voltage drop across the capacitor

is negligible. When this condition is met, the RC time constant for

discharging the capacitor is so large that the voltage at the base o£

the amplifier does not change significantly from its biased-off value

during the nEA6 pulse time, and therefore the amplifier is not activated.

To eliminate the undesirable effect of the capacitor, the circuit

shown in Fig. 1.8(b) was tried. Instead of the sense signal and the

strobe voltage being fed into the base in parallel as they are in the

above circuit, they are put in series with each other. This second

circuit does not operate satisfactorily either, again because of

capacitance. In this instance it is the internal transistor capacitance

between the base and the emitter that causes the difficulty. This

capacitance is indicated by dashed lines in the figure. When the strobe

transistors are saturated by the READ clock, the charge that is on the

capacitor starts to aischarge. The discharge path includes the

inductance of the sense signal input transformer, so the capacitance

and inductance form a resonant circuit which rings. When the voltage

across the capacitor reverses polarity and reaches the threshold value
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of the base-emitter junction, the amplifier is put into its active

region and an output pulse appears-- i.e., a false 1.

The circuit shown in Fig. 1.8(c) is the same as that in (b), except

that the negative bias voltage and bias resistors have been removed.

The base-emitter capacitance is no longer charged to the bias value, _o

there is no ringing when the BEAD clock pulse appears. However, removing

the bias allows some signal to be amplified when the circuit is supposed

to be inactive. The signal leaks through the capacitance of the strobe

transistors when they are off. Only a small signal is impressed across

the amplifier terminals, but nevertheless some output is obtained.

In Fig. 1.8(d) is shown a circuit that brief testing indicates may

operate satisfactorily. The bias voltage has been put back in the circuit

and a diode added between the base and emitter terminals. The diode pre-

vents the ringing from building up. This circuit does not, however,

fulfill one of the initial objectives which led us to consider base

strobing--namely, it does not permit a reduction in the number of

transistors required in the strobe circuits. It is true that the cur-

rent which one amplifier circuit requires from the strobe transistor

is low (by the factor fl) compared to the collector strobing scheme;

however, the two series transistors can be used to turn on only one

transistor amplifier instead of many. That this is necessarily true

can be seen by examining the circuit operation in the event that the

amplifier transistor fails by having a short between its base and

emitter. The dc potential at the junction of the strobe transistor

emitter and the bias resistor is then zero. This failure of one

transistor would in effect remove the strobing from all amplifiers

that have strobe transistors in common with this faulty amplifier.

It would enable these amplifiers to amplify at all times. This circuit

has merit but it must be evaluated on the basis that each amplifier

would have associated with it its own pair of strobe transistors.

There is one more feature of note in the circuit shown schematically

in Fig. 1.8(d). The output of the transistor amplifier is connected to

a toroid winding, and there is another toroid associated with this part

of the circuit. These toroids form a "combining" circuit that will take

the output from two amplifiers and produce one output; from the logic

point of view this is an OB circuit, As a general rule it is desirable

to combine the signals from two separate channels as often as feasible

&4
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in order to increase tile number of failures that can be tolerated.

This assumes, of course, that the combining circuit is highly reliable,

as it would be here. The inductor shown in parallel with the toroid

is adc failsafe feature similar to those shown in Fig. 1.7. This

"combining" circuit was tested and found to operate satisfactorily.

D. MAGNETIC AMPLIFIEIt

At one point in the project a cursory examination was given to the

possibility of applying a magnetic amplifier to the transfer circuit.

In particular, a Bamey 13 type circuit was considered in lieu of the

transistor blocking oscillator. It appeared that this circuit might

be used advantageously but would require several diodes. Further

examination of this circuit seems desirable.
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VI S_LMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This work represents a practical contribution toward implementing a

highly reliable computer using Inhibit-Core logic. A reliable transfer

circuit was developed and tested. This circuit is reliable because

redundancy is used to protect against semiconductor failures. A measure

of the increased reliability that has been achieved is indicated by a

calculation made, on the basis of certain assumptions, which shows that

a _omputer using the original circuit has a 26% probability of functioning

properly while a computer using the redundant circuit has a 96% probability

of functioning properly. In another instance the two figures are 87%

and 99.6% respectively.

Several circuit techniques applicable to achieving high reliability

were investigated in addition to developing the breadboard circuit. Some

of these techniques rely upon the inherent reliability of ferrite toroids.

This work is incomplete in the sense that some initial assumptions

were idealistic, and in the sense that some promising techniques have

not been investigated in sufficient depth to fully assess them. The

initial assumptions include the supposition that tile clock circuit and

the strobe voltage circuit are perfectly reliable. It seems appropriate

now to investigate the possibility of making these and other circuits

reliable through semiconductor redundancy and magnetic circuitry. It

also seems desirable to investigate more fully techniques other than

those made use of in the breadboard circuit, and to further test and

optimize the breadboard circuit.
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PART TWO: RELIABLE MEMORY TECHNIQUES
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I INTRODUCTION

Considering the coincident-current memory system shown as Fig. 2.1,

it is seen that the words are stored as vertical lines, and a particular

word is read by selecting a vertical plane along X and another along Y.

Writing is accomplished by selecting the same pair of planes with the

opposite current, and simultaneously inhibiting or not inhibiting each

of the Z planes.

If the goal is to render this memory reliable, there are in general

two recognized ways to proceed: by means of component redundancy or by

code redundancy. That is, one can either add equipment to the system so

that some fraction of the equipment can fail without impairing the over-

all operation of the memory, or one can let the words stored in the

memory, perhaps as well as the addresses, be represented in an error-

correcting code. The addition of code redundancy of course implies

extra equipment, but for memory systems the use of it usually involves

less added equipment than the approach of circuit redundancy.

Thus the input word to the memory of Fig. 2.1 might be represented

in some error-correcting code. The inhibit drivers would connect through

a combinational code-correction circuit that would do the error correcting.

Therefore, it is possible to protect the memory against failures in the

inhibit drivers if the words are stored in the form of some error-

correcting code. In a very similar way one can protect against failures

of the sense amplifiers by installing another identical code-correction

circuit that would do the error correcting. This also protects against

the unlikely failures in the memory cores themselves. It may be, of

course, that only one of these two code-correction circuits is needed.

Such code-correction circuits will be considered in Part Two, Sec. IV.

Each access circuit in Fig. 2.1 is assumed to consist of a semi-

conductor address register and semiconductor drivers, with single-aperture

magnetic circuits between. It is further assumed that the problem is to

protect against failures in the semiconductors.

It is sufficient to consider just one of the two access switches of

Fig. 2.1, as they are similar. Indeed, a word-organized memory would
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have only one; and the results apply there. This access switch is shown

in more detail as Fig. 2.2. The switch consists of a recoder, which serves

to change the code in the address register into one that is suitable for

operating the power decoder, a set of transistor drivers, and the power

decoder, which is the usual magnetic access switch.

Techniques for the design of power decoders that allow the access switches

to operate properly, even though no more than some maximum number of transistor

drivers have failed, were developed in the previous year's research on this topic. 3

In Part Two, Secs. II and III, the design of the recoder willbe developed.

POWER
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II RECODERS FOR READ ACCESS SWITCHES

A. DEFINITIONS

It is a well-known fact, although it is often ignored, that the

recoding necessary to translate the code in the memory address register

to the code required at the input of a load-sharing read access switch

may be exceedingly complicated. If it is intended to use redundancy

external to the memory as well as in the memory, and if the memory de-

signer is free to choose the nature o£ this redundancy, it has been

shown 3 that the recoder can be greatly simplified, or perhaps even

eliminated. Unfortunately, however, this assumption is probably un-

realistic in some cases. For instance, it may be that no redundancy is

allowed external to the memory, but that it is needed within the memory.

Or perhaps only one or two bits of redundancy are used in the arithmetic

sections, but due to the importance attached to the memory, signi£icantly

more redundancy may be needed there.

Referring again to Fig. 2.2, it is assumed that the address in the

memory address register is densely coded. Therefore, if the memory is

of the coincident-current variety (two-dimensional read, three-dimensional

write) it usually is required that there be an even number of bits so

that half may refer to each dimension. Furthermore, within each dimen-

sion of the memory there may be several access switches arranged so that

the outputs of each access switch drive a segment of the coordinate

memory lines in that dimension. This segmentation of the access switch

into several smaller ones enables thc designer to keep the number of

wires per core in the access switch to a reasonable value, allows him to

control the load-sharing factor, and keeps to apractically low value the

number of unit magnetomotlve forces of one polarity that must be exactly

balanced against those of the other polarity.

In addition to receiving signals from the memory address register

and the signal controls, the recoder receives a signal r to initiate the

read operation and w to write. The write operation serves to deliver

the same but opposite polarity current on the same memory line as did

the read operation.
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In order to describe the operation of the recoder, it is necessary

first _ review the description of the power decoder. To begin by means

of an exa91e, tile nine-output power decoder in Fig. 2.3(a) is called a

two-dimensional switch, because there are two sets of wires arranged in

such a way that exactly one wire in each set is energized. As the geo-

metric picture of a switch becomes difficult when the number of dimensions

is increased, it is better to represent a switch in a mirror notation

where the cores are horizontal lines, the wires are vertical lines, and

the slashes indicate whether the wires intersect the cores, and with what

polarity. The switch of Fig. 2.3(a) is drawn in this notation as Fig. 2.3(b).

It is possible to simplify this notation even more by noting that the

gridwork of cores and wires is not needed; only the pattern of slashes

is required. Thus one arrives at the _ or winding matrix to represent

the wiring pattern of the switch. For the present example, the l_ matrix is

W =

"100100-

100010

100001

010100

010010

010001

001100

001010

001001

(2.1)

It should be noted that for the purpose of simplifying this example, the

bias windings have been omitted.

In order to deduce the properties of this switch it is necessary to

know its behavior for all acceptable ways of energizing the drivers at

the time of the r signal. For this a read selection or _ matrix is de-

fined. Each row represents one driver while each column represents an

input code. For the present example the S matrix is

S II

-111000000

000111000

000000111

100100100

010010010

001001001

(2,2)
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Thus for the leftmost code, Drivers 1 and 4 of rig. 2.3 are turned on.

If the matrix product I = WS is fo_med, the upper left term of X is the

product of the current delivered by the first driver times the number

of turns that drive line makes with the first core plus the same for all

the remaining drivers and the first core. For the example of Fig. 2.3,

the X matrix is

x_ - _w_s_

10010

10001

10000

010100

010010

010001

001100

001010

001001

211100100

121010010

112001001

100211100

010121010

001112001

100100211

010010121

001001112

o-1111ooooof
0 000111000

1 000000111

100100100

L_ 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 001001001

(2.3)

Thus the Xll term is the mmf on Core a due to Code State 1. In general,

X is the excitation or mmf matrix which in each column shows the mmfs

applied to successive cores for a given code state. By supplying an

appropriate bias, all mmfs can be altered by the same amount, so it is

apparent for this example that a bias of -1 will assure the selection

of a different core for each code state.

, S*A write selection matrix _ , may be defined in a similar manner

to S. It represents all acceptable ways of energizing the drivers at

the time of the w signal.

The winding matrix W may be simplified further. For the example

of Fig. 2.3 it is noted that exactly one driver was energized in each
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of two sets of three drivers. If the _ matrix of Eq. (2.1) is parti-

tioned into two sets of three columns each, then there is exactly one 1

in each section of each row of If. The tI_ may be condensed into an _ or

code matrix by placing a digit corresponding to the position of the 1

in II_. For the present example, R turns out to be simply the matrix of

the ordered two-place ternary numbers 00 to 22:

W =

1 0 0

1 0 0

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 1 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

0 0 1

0 0 1

0_ -- w
1 0 0 0

0 1 011 0 1
0 0 0 2

I

1 0 Ol 1 0

1

o i o I , R_= 11
!

0 0 J 1 2

1 0 i10 2 0

0 l 2 1

0 0 2 2

(2.4)

It has previously been shown 3 that the parameters of the read access

switch are closely related tothe parameters of the redundant code that

is applied to the drivers. This relationship is given as Table 2.1.

Table 2.1

RELATIONSHIPS OF CODES TO SWlTCttES

CODE SWITCH

Radix

Number of positions in code word

Number of nonredundant positions
in a code word

Hamming distance

Number of wires per input set

Number of sets of input wires

Number of nonredundant sets
of input wires (the dimension)

Load-_haring factor

B. BECODERS FOR NON-ZERO-NOISE SWITCHES

In Sec. II-A above, the switch was represented first by the matrices

_f, S, and S'; and then these were condensed into the matrix R. A con-

venient approach to the design of a switch and the corresponding recoder

is to proceed in the opposite order. To illustrate this, the design of

a sixteen-output switch is developed below, using the notation of Fig. 2.2.
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The first step is to choose as the /_ matrix the sixteen four-bit binary

numbers, with a single even parity-check bit:

oooolo 1
0 0 0 111

'I°°1°1-oi
o o 1 11 i

oloo i{
0101.

o11oo{

011111

10001{

,oo,,o,o
,o,,
1100

i I 0 I i[

Ii1011

_Ii110_

(2.5)

By the previous definitions, this B__ matrix leads to the following _matrix:

10

10

10

10

10

10

i 0

10

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

10

10

10

10

0 ]

0 l

01

01

10

10

10

10

01

01

01

01

10

10

01

01

10

10

01

01

10

10

01

01

10

! 0

01

01

10

01

10

01

10

01

10

01

10

01

10

01

10

01

10

01

10I

011

011

10I

011

10I

10I

011

011

10I

10I

011

10I

011

011

10I

(2.6)

SO
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If the read selection matrix is chosen to be S = Wr the transpose of W,
-- -- t

then the excitation matrix is found to be

IJ1,3

x : (2.7)

1,3

The symbolism of Eq. (2.7) indicates that X has 5 as each main _iagonal

element, and either 1 or 3 as each off-diagonal element. It is evident

from Eq. (2.7) that a bias of -3 units is required for the read selec-

tion. This bias may be included by appending three bias columns of

minus ones to Eq. (2.6) and correspondingly by appending three rows of

ones to S. The write selection matrix for this example merely provides

for energizing two of the three bias windings alone. With these aug-

mentations, the winding matrix becomes
/

__Wr1 =

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 11

0 1

0 1

lOlOlOJ

101001

100110

100101

011010

0110:01

010110

010101

101010

101001

100110

100101

0 lil 010

0 1_1 0 0 1

0 liO 110

0 110 1 0 1

i0-I-I-I

01-1-1-1

01-1-1-1

I0-I-I-I

01-I-I-i

10-I-1-1

10-1-1-I

01-1-1-1

01-1-1-1

10-1-1-I

10-i-1-1

01-I-I-1

10-1-1-1

01-1-1-1

01-I-I-1

10-I-1-1

, (2.8)

the read-selection matrix becomes

J
v
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SI=

Zl:

z2:

z3:

z4:

B

i I I I i i I i 00000000

0000000011111111

i I i i 000011110000

0000111100001111

i I 00110011001100

0011001100110011

i 010101010101010

0101010101010101

1001011001101001

0110100110010110

1111111111111111

1111111111111111

i 111111111111111

0101010101010101

0011001100110011

0000111100001111

0000000011111111

d 1

d2

d 3

d 4

d s

d 6

d_

d 8

d 9

dlo

dll

dl2

d13

(2.9)

= _

and the write-selection matrix becomes

Zl:

:2:

z3:

1111111111111111

1111111111111111

0000000000000000

0101010101010101

0011001100110011

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

0000000011111111
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d 1

d 2

d 3

d 4

d s

d 6

d 7

d s

d 9

dlo

dll

d12

d13

(2.10)
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In order to establish tile recoder equations, it is convenient to list the

recoder outputs, dE, along the right side of S] and S], and the recoder

inputs, zi, along the bottom. Then from Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), the re-

coder equations for this example are found to be

d 1 -- Z 1r , d 2 z 1r ,

d 3 ' d 4= z2r , * z2r ,

d s ' d 6= z3r , = z3r ,

p

d 7 _ z¢r d o = z4r

d 9 -- (z 1 • z 2 • z 3 • z_,)'r , all0 -- (z 1 • z

dll = dl2 _ r + w , dl3 _ r

2 $ Z3 _ z4)r '

(2.11)

This switch is seen to have a load-sharing factor of two, and thirteen

drivers are required. Any one of Drivers dl, d 2 .... dlo can fail by

open circuiting, and the switch will still operate correctly, but with

reduced output power. This switch will not operate correctly upon

failure of Drivers dll , d12 or d13.

An obvious way to obtain more redundancy and to provide more pro-

tection against driver failures is to increase the distance of the code.

For instance, one might consider the (7,3) tlamming code. As this is a

seven-bit code with a distance of three, it is possible to deduce immedi-

ately that the most positive off-diagonal element of X before biasing

the switch, is four. Thus, minus four units of bias are required for the

read selection operation, while minus three units are needed for the

write selection. Following the same procedures that were used for the

previous example, the augmented winding, read-selection, and write-

selection matrices may be deduced from the code matrix, and the recoder

equations may be found. Omitting the intervening steps, the R matrix

and the recoder equations for the sixteen-output switch, based on the

(7,3) |lamming code are found to be:
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2

Z

and

R z
w

-0000

0001

0010

0011

0100

0101

0110

0111

I000

i001

i0. i0

1011

1100

llO1

iii0

IIIi

°°°1
I I 1

0 1 1

I 0 0

I 0 I'

0 1 0

1 1 0

0 0 1

1 1 0

0 0 1

I 0 1

0 1 0

0 1 1

1 0 0

0 0 0

1 1 1

(2.12)

d 1 -- z'Ir , d 2

d3 = Z 2r , d 4

d s = z '3r , d 6

d 7 = z '4r , d 8

d 9 = (z I $ Z 2 • z4)'r , dlo

dll = (z 1 • z 3 • z4)'r , d12 '

dl3 = (z 2 _ z 3 • z4)'r , d14

d15 = d16 = d17 = r + w , dlB

= zlr ,

= z2r ,

= z3r ,

= z4r

= (z 1 • z 2 • z4)r ,

= (z 1 • z 3 • z4)r ,

= (z 2 • z 3 • z4)r ,

= r (2.13)

This (7,3) Hamming switch has a load-sharing factor of three, and it uses

eighteen drivers. It is insensitive to any open-circuit failure or to

any short-circuit failure of any driver. For instance, if one of the

drivers, dl, d2, ..., d14 , is open-circuited, the select mmf is reduced

from three to two. If one of the bias drivers, dis .... , dis, is open-

circuited, a non-selected core that should get zero units now gets one

unit of mmf, but it still does not switch. In a similar manner short-

circuit failures of the drivers are protected.
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C. CONSTANTINE SWITCI{ BECODEBS

A Constantine switch or C switch is an obvious choice for a reliable

access switch that operates from a dense address code because such a

switch has a power of two outputs, has zero noise as well, and is load-

sharing. The winding matrix, _n' and the read selection matrix, S , for

the C switch having 2" outputs may be written as t

where

and

W"-. 1 --. n -
W = S

--" "/ Y --n

W 1

V
--n

S__I "

1 1 ... 1

1 1 1

,o,

1 1

• _-------- 2 n

w

t
2-+1

S
--n- 1

Vn- I - Sn - i

(2.14)

The excitation matrix, _. is found by multiplying _n and S :

X = _'S
--n --n--tl

2w_ iS_._ 1

On - I

_p V
--n - l_-n - 1

:)'J[.- i___,,- ] -__.-iY.-i

(2.15)

t The notation used here is briefly described in Bef. 3, and in more detail elsewhere by Minnick and Haynes.14
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where 0 is the 2 "-i x 2 "-1 zero matrix The product W V in--n-1 " --n- l n- 1

Eq. (2.15) has elements that are sums of the rows of g-".-1, because V

is the matrix of all I's. But from Eq. (2.14) the sums of both rows

of _g'l are zero, and from the method of formation of -._" in terms of W]

the sums of the rows of W also are zero. ttence W._I V 1 = 0.-1" This

reduces Eq. (2. i5) to

[2zn_ 0_o_,x]
X = (2.16)

L °"-1 2x_.,

Equation (2.16) may be written as

X = 2"I (2.17)

where [ is the 2" × 2" unit matrix.

To write in the memory, it is necessary to generate an equal mag-

netomotive force of the opposite polarity at output of the selected core

of the C switch. This may be done by energizing the C-switch drivers

in accordance with a write-selection matrix S* which is defined as

S* = V - S (2.18)

The write-excitation matrix is

. WS ° = W V -WS

- X (2.19)

as required. An examination of Eq. (2.17) shows that a C switch that is

to decode n address register bits to one of 2" outputs has a load-sharing

factor of 2", and that it is indeed zero noise. The nature of the re-

coder required for this switch is indicated by the structure of the read-

selection matrix, S and the write-selection matrix, _., in Eq. (2.18).

Supposing the access switch drivers (or correspondlngly the outputs of

the recoder) are named d x, d 2 ..... d2..l; then, as in See. II-B, each
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of the 2 "+1 rows of S may be labelled by a driver and each of the 2"

columns of _n may be labelled by a code combination in the address reg-

ister. In particular, letting zl, z 2 .... , z be the address register

bits, _1 and _2 may be labelled as follows:

$1 =

Zl:

d 2

d3 '

d 4

0 1

_2 =

o o

I 1

o 1

1 o

o o

1 1

o 1

1 o

--I

0 old l

1 lid 2

o xla 3
1 0 I d4

1 lid s

o old 6

10l d r

0 lid 8
.,...,

(2.20)

Zl: 0 i 0 I

z2: 0 0 i i

By inspection of Eq. (2.20), the recoder equations for _1 are seen to be

d I = 0 , d 2 = 1 , d 3 = Zl, d 4 = z_ (2.21)

For the S recoder it is observed that from the method of formation of

S from _,-1 [Eq. (2.14)] and from the order that was chosen for the

address register code combinations, the variable z is redundant in the
n

first half of the equations for d i , Similarly, each equation for d_ in

the second half of S is the exclusive-OR of the corresponding equation

in the first half and of the new variable, z . That is,

d i

di_ 4 • z 2 ,

di_ 8 • z 3 ,

d Ei Z i
i'-2a

i = 5,6 ..... 8

i = 9,10 .... ,16

i = 2" + i, 2" + 2, ..., 2 "÷I

(2.22)

.=

Equations (2.21) and (2.22) give the C-switch recoder equations for

generating the memory read pulse. From Eq. (2.18) the write selection

matrix is the complement of the read selection matrix; therefore, the
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recoder equations for the write operation are the complements of Eqs. (2.21)

and (2.22). Introducing the symbols r and w for the read and write com-

mands, and noting that w : r I, Eq. (2.21) generalizes to

' ( )' d -- r_zd I = r , d2 _ r , d3 -- r _ zl ' 4 1 '
(2.23)

and Eq. (2.22) remains unchanged.

Equations (2.22) and (2.23) define the C-switch recoder for the read

and write operations. Explicitly, the values of d i for n _ 2 are

i

]
1

' -- r
= r d 2 ,d 1

d 3 = (r $ Zl)' , d 4 -- r @ z I ,

d 5 -- (r • z2)' , d 6 -- r • z 2 ,

d? = (r • z 1 • z2)' , d s -- r • z I • z

(2.24)

It is evident from Eqs. (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24) that the C-switch

recoder must produce all possible exclusive-ORs and their complements

that have r as one input, and each possibie combination of the address

registe r bits as the other inputs. As the logical design of the networks,

which will be termed linear trees, to produce these exclusive ORs seems

to be of practical importance, they will be developed now.

Considering a diode-type two-variable exclusive-OB gate, each of the

two variables as well as their complements must be provided. Since, in

linear trees certain gate outputs must serve as inputs to other gates,

it is necessary that each diode-type gate produce the exclusive-OR as

well as its complement. Therefore, it is assumed that such complementary

two-variable exclusive-OB gates are available; while they will be sym-

bolized as having two input leads and one output lead, it is understood

that in fact each gate has four input leads and two output leads. It

also follows that only the d i for even values of i need to be produced.

There are 2" outputs of an n variable linear tree. One of these,

d 2 = r, is trivial; hence, the minimum number of gates needed in the

linear tree is 2" - 1. A tree using this minimum may easily be defined

as follows: The first (or input) level of the tree has n gates, each

having r as one input and a different one of the address register vari-

n

ables as the other input. The second level has C 2 gates arranged in
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such a way that one input comes from one of the first-level outputs and

the other comes from one of the address register variables. The inputs

to the second level are chosen in such a manner that the second-level

outputs are all three-input exclusive-ORs of r and any two of the vari-

ables. The successive levels of the tree are arranged in a similar

manner. Level j of the tree has Cn gates, for j = 1,2 .... n, and there
] n '

are n levels in a11. The number of gates is _ Cn = 2 n -1 which is
"=1 ;

the minimum previously specified. Trees of t_is type will be called

minimum-gate linear trees. Minimum-gate linear trees for n = 2,3,4,

and 5 are drawn as Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. Each variable z is indicated
t

on these and following figures by i, and the exclusive-ORs z i ® z 1

... • z k _ r are simplified to £j...kr.

While the minimum-gate linear trees that have been described con=

cain the minimum number of gates, they also have more than the minimum

number of levels. If p is chosen as the least integer such that

n _ 2 p - 1, then a different linear tree having p levels can be built

of two-variable exclusive-OR gates; however, such a tree will in general

have more than 2 n - 1 gates. A tree of this type is called a mininum-

level linear tree. In many practical situations the saving in the

number of cascaded levels can more than justify the additional gates.

In order to construct minimum-level linear trees, it is convenient

first to solve a simpler problem. This is, given n variables, to con-

struct a minimum-level network that provides all possible linear sums

of the variables. For convenience, this network is termed an all=function

network. In this case it is not necessary to provide the r signal that

is common to all outputs, and this simplification makes all the differ-

ence. Again there are 2" network outputs, but this time any network

output can be constructed from two other network outputs of fewer

variables. Furthermore, for 2 p-1 < n < 2p, the two components forming

any network output need not contain more than p variables each; or, if

n = 2 p-I, the two components need not contain more than p - 1 variables

each. Hence, the network can be constructed with only one element per

output within the minimum number of levels. Also, since the null and

single-variable outputs can be obtained directly, the total number of

elements required for the all-function network is just 2" - n - 1.

Using this all-function network it is possible to partition the

original problem, which does require the common variable r for each
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L

network output. Supposing first that n = 2 p - 1, i.e., the total number

of variables is a power of two, the variables are partitioned into two

equal subsets. For the first subset, which contains the variable r, a

minimum-level decoding tree in 2 °-1 - 1 variables is specified. That is,

the original problem with p indexed downward once. For the second sub-

set an all-function network in 2 p-1 variables is constructed. Both

subnetworks use no more than p - 1 levels. Every network output not

already realized can be composed within exactly one more level (and one

gate each) from the outputs of these two subnetworks. The situation is

summarized in Fig. 2.6. Since the only non-output gates occur in the

all-function network, one can enumerate them and reduce the order of the

problem. Proceeding iteratively, the realization of the 2 p-1 - 1 vari-

able subnetwork is treated next. By enumerating the number of non-outputs

required at each step, it is possible to obtain an upper bound on the

number of elements required.

4

MINIMUM-LEVEL
LINEAR DECODING

TREE

(2P-l-1 VARIABLES)

MINIMUM-LEVEL
ALL-FUNCTION

NETWORK

(2 p-1 VARIABLES)

r, , .., X2P_l.1 X2p_ 1 .... , X2P_l

RB--3196 --112

FIG. 2.6 PARTITION OF NETWORK FOR n = 2 p -1

For other values of n such that n = m + 2 #-I - 1, one can prescribe

that the first partition is to isolate only m variables in the all,unction

network, and then it is possible to proceed as before. As a result, for

any n = m + 2 p-I - 1, a minimal-level linear decoding tree can be sys-

tematically developed with
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or

p-2 i22P_ k_lN _< 2 _ - I + l
k=l

-2 p-k-l - i I + 2" - m- I

N _< 2" + 2" - m - 2 + Y. 2 2p-k-1 - 2 p-k'1 - 1 (2.25)
k=l

Examples of networks so constructed are shown as Figs. 2.7 and 2.8.

In Table 2.2 pertinent evaluations for low values of n are listed.

For values of n < 7 it can be shown that the bounds in Table 2.2

are actually minimum values. Furthermore, the entry for n = 8 is minimal

since it requires no more non-output elements than for n = 7. Beyond this, neither

proofs nor counterexamples have been constructed, so nothing else about

minimality is asserted.

23r

-)

it i
z 1 r z 2 r z 7

.=:3

13r ,23,

134r S

3

13r

1

123r _34r

)
2

12r

lr

r

_4r

3 r

n=4

1234r

4 r r 2 r

24r

It11- 3196-1t4

FIG. 2.7 MINIMUM-LEVEL LINEAR TREES, n = 3, 4
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Another type of linear tree which has practical importance is one

for which all of the outputs occur at the same level. Such a tree would

be required for instance if MAD-type

Table 2.2

PROPERTIES OF MINIMUM-LEVEL

LINEAR TREES

NUMBEB OF
p 2a - 1 NON-OUTPb'r

ELE,_IENTS

1 1 1
2 2 3
3 2 7
4 3 15
5 3 31
6 3 63
? 3 127
8 4 255
9 4 511

10 1023
11 44 204?

12 4 4095
13 4 8191
14 4 16383
15 4 32767
16 5 65535

0
0
1
1
2
5
12
12
13
16
23
38
69
132
259
259

TOTAL NUMBEB
OF ELE_IENTS

1
3
8
16
33
68
139
267
524
103q
2070
4133
8260
16515
33026
65794

two-input exclusive-OR gates were

used, in order to deliver the recoder

outputs to the access switch at the

same clock time. Trees of this type

are called minimum level synchronous

linear trees.

In this case the additional re-

striction is imposed that all paths

from active inputs to network outputs

traverse the same number of elements.

Active inputs are distinguished in

this case since the possibility of

null, or O inputs must be admitted.

These functionally convert the

exclusive-OR elements into simple delay elements.

Again it is convenient first to consider the case for which n : 2 p - 1.

Using p = 2 as an example, there must be 2" = 8 gates which form the

final network outputs. As indicated in Fig. 2.9 it would be possible

to realize each such output disjointly with a tree of n = 3 gates for

each output. Furthermore, if the variables of each tree are ordered in

the same way--that is, if the same external input of each tree is always

either the same variable, or is marked 0--a great deal of redundancy can

be expected among the trees in the sense that many subtrees will be

123r 12r 13r. r

r 1 2 3 r 1 2 _ r 1 _ 3 r _ _

RB --3196-109

FIG. 2.9 AMINIMUM-LEVEL SYNCHRONOUSLINEAR-TREE REALIZATION FORn ,: 3
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devoted to realizing the same internal function. For example, the con-

nection indicated by a dashed line in Fig. 2.9 can be made since the

same function is formed at all three points. Hence, two of the three

subnetworks can be eliminated. Although the over-all linear tree with

this kind of redundancy eliminated is no longer composed of disjoint

trees, the level requirement clearly is met.

Another kind of possible reduction is exemplified by the bottom-

rightmost element of Fig. 2.9. Any element with both inputs marked

can be eliminated provided its output, hence one of the inputs to the

succeeding element, is marked _. This kind of simplification also does

not disturb the level requirement since only inactive _ inputs are

involved.

A systematic algorithm for constructing synchronous linear trees

can be based on these observations: First, the required network outputs

are realized with disjoint trees having identically ordered inputs, ex-

cept for the null inputs where they are required, and second, the two

kinds of redundancies noted are removed to form the final network.

For the case n = 2p - 1, it is possible to enumerate the number of

elements required by counting those required'in each level. In all

cases, the output level, p, will have 2" elements. Level p - 1 will

have one element for each different function formed on that level;

furthermore every possible function (except _ • _ • ... • ¢) will be

required by one of the original disjoint trees. Hence exactly

2 ("-I)/2 + 2 ("÷I}/2 - I

elements are. required in level p - 1. Similarly, level p - 2 wili require

2 [(,*l)/4]-I * 3[2 ("+1)/4 - 1] ,

and level p - j will require

2 + (2, - - 1)

Summing over all levels,

N _ _. + (2 / - 1) 2 2p-] - 1

,/=o
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or

N _< 2; - p - 1 +

p-I

E
i=O

22P-J-l(2 j+l - 1) (2.26)

is an upper bound on the number of elements required.

A similar upper bound for n = m + 2 v-1 - 1 can be obtained under the

assumption that the 2 p first-level inputs to the original disjoint trees

Table 9.3

PROPERTIES OF MINIMUM- LEVEL

SYNCHRONOUS LINEAR TREES

. p VARIABLE ORDERING N n

i i Ol 2

2 2 012_ 7
3 2 0123 13

4 3 012¢3_4_ 28

5 3 0129345_ 50
6 3 0123456_ 88
7 3 01234567 162
8 4 O12_394_S¢697@8_ 309
q 4 012_34596@7_8¢q# 587

10 4 012_345@678@9@10_ 1120

are labelled in the order r, x l, x 2 .....

x _ _, _, , g, where enough _'s
_t i ",,

(namely 2 p-1 - m) are appended to label

each input. This does not seem inter-

esting, however, since the number of

elements required varies depending on

just where in the listing the _'s are

distributed. The orderlngs that for

this construction result in the minimum

number of elements are listed for n < 10

in Table 2.3)

Examples of minimum-level synchronous linear trees for n = 2, 3, 4,

and 5 are shown in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11.

D. LATIN SQUARE SWITCH RECODERS

An entirely different type of reliable access switch that operates

from a dense address code is a two-dimensional square coordinate switch

with Latin-square redundancy. 15 Such a switch has two coordinate sets

and s redundant sets of m wires each, where s _< m 0 - 1 and n 0 is the

least prime power in the factorization of m. There are m 2 outputs;

hence, to use this type of switch to decode a dense address register

code, it is necessary that m = 2 _ From this it. follows that the number

of outputs is 2 2_" therefore an even number of address register bitsI , 1

n = 2k, must be used. As the least prime power in the factorization of

= 2 _ is 2 k, s = 2 k - 1 mutually orthogonal redundant sets of wires may

be threaded in addition to the two coordinate sets, yielding a zero-noise

load-sharing read-access switch. For convenience, read-access switches

of this type will be called L switches.

Minimum-level linear trees and minimum-level synchronous linear trees were developed snd anslyaed by
Robert A. Short.

/
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There probably are no more than four L switches worthy of practical

consideration: these are the switches for n = 2, 4, 6, and 8. Only the

first two of these will be considered in this report.

The winding, read-selection, and write-selection matrices for a

four-output (2 x 2) L switch are found is to be

W 2 = Ilo101o-1-1ii]1 0 0 I 0 1 -I -I

0 I I 0 0 I -1 -i

0 1 0 1 1 0 -I -I

_2 =

11oo

0Oll

101o

0101

1001

0110

1111

o0oo

oo0o

d 1

d 2

d_

d 4

d s ,

d 6

d. I

d 8

d9

S 2 =

0011

1100

0101

1010

0110

1001

1111

1111

1111

d I

d2

d 3

d 4

d s

d 6

d._

d 8

d 9

(2.27)

Zl: 0 0 1 1 Zl: 0 0 i 1

z2: 0 1 0 1 z2: 0 I 0 1

Multiplying the matrices of Eq. (2.27) to form the read and write excita-

tion matrices,

where _2 is the 4 x 4 unit matrix. Thus, as predicted, the L switch of

Eq. (2.27) is a zero-noise switch with a load-sharing factor of two. The

nine outputs dl, d 2 ..... d 9 of the recoder for this L switch may be

written in terms of the two address register bits, z I and z2, by inspec-

tion of Eq. (2.27), as follows:

i

= r • z I , d 2 = r • z 2 , d 4d I = r • Z_l , d 3 = r • z 2 ,

' d = 1 d = d = r' (2.29)d 5 = r • z l • z 2 , d 6 = r • z 1 • z 2 , 7 ' 8 9

70
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This result should be compared with the four-output C-switch recoder of

Eq. (2.24). It is seen that the linear trees that were developed for the

four-output C switch serve for the four-output L switch,

Next, the logical design will be considered of a recoder for the

16-output L switch. This switch has the parameters m = 4, n = 2; the

winding matrix is found to be 15

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1

1 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 -1

0 1 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 -1

0 I 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 -I -1

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 -I -I -1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 I" 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1

_4 = 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 -1 -I -1

0 0 1 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -I -I -1 -1

0 0 1 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -i -1 -1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 -i -1-1

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 -I -i -1

00010100001010000001 -I -i -I -i

0001 h 010010000011000-i-I-I-1

00010001100000100100-I-1-I-I

, (2.30)
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V

the read-selection matrix is found to be

-111100000000000;

0000111100000000

0000000011110000

0000000000001111

1000100010001000

0100010001000100

0010001000100010

0001000100010001

1000010000100001

0100100000010010

0010000110000100

0001001001001000

_4 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 l 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 l 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 l 0 0 0 0 l 0

0 l 0 0 0 0 l 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 l 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 l 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 l 1 l I 1 1 1 1

0000000000000000

0000000000000000

0000000000000000
I

Zl: 0000000011111111

z2: 0000111100001111

z3: 0011001100110011

z4: 0101010101010101

tl: 0011001111001100

t2: 0101101001011010

t3: 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

t4: 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 l 0 1 0 1 0

t5: 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

t6: 0101101010100101

d
1

d 2

d3

d4

d s

d 6

d_

J8

d 9

dl 0

dll

dl 2

all3

di¢

d15

dl 6

dl7

d;8

dl9

d20

d21

d22

(123

d24

(2.31)
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-x /
and the write-selection matrix is found .to be

,_A.,4

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 _

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 r 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 0 0 0 0

o 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 o 1 1 1

1 o I 1 1 o 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 o 1 1

1 1 o 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 o 1 1 j o 1

1 1 t o 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 o

o 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 o

1 o 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 0 1

1 1 o 1 1 1 1 o o 1 1 1 1 o 1 1

1 1 1 0 I 1 o 1 1 0 I 1 o 1 1 1

o 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 i 1 o 1 o 1 1

1 o 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 o 1 0 1 1 1

1 1 o 1 o 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 o

1 1 1 o 1 o 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 o 1

o i 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 o 1 1 1 1 o 1

1 o 1 l 1 1 o 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

i 1 o I 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 o o 1 1 1

1 1 1 o o ! 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 o 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

,1 1 i 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 ] 1 ) !

i i I I i ! i I ! 1 I. I i i ] i '
T

11111111111]!].11

(2.32)

By direct multiplication of the matrices in Eqs. (2.30), (2.3J),

and (2.32), the read and write excitation matrices are found to be

X 4 " E4S_4 -- 4Z_ ,

-X4 -- _4-$4 : -4!4 (2.33)

where _4 is the 16 x 16 unit matrix. Therefore, this t switch is of the

zero noise variety, and it has a load-sharing factor of four.
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By analogy with the methods used to develop the read portion of the

logic for the C-switch recoder [Eq. (2.20)], the twenty-four outputs d 1,

d a ..... d24 of the L-switch recoder may be listed beside the read-

selection matrix, as shown in Eq. (2.31). The four address-register

bits, z t, z 2, z a and z4, are listed at the bottom of the matrix. Then

from Eq. (2.31) the read logic for the first Eight outputs, which corre-

spond to the coordinate portion of the access switch, is

' ' d = z'lz d = z ' d = zlzIdl = ZlZ2 ' I 2 2 ' I 3 iz2 ' I 4 2 '

lds ' ' ld6 ' d = z 3z '4 , d = z= z3z4 ' = Z3Z4 ' I 7 I 8 3z4
(2.34)

The presubscript 1 indicates that Eq. (2.34) refers only to the read por-

tion of the logic. The logic for the remaining outputs is more compli-

cated; therefore, it is convenient to introduce six intermediate variables,

ti, arranged so that the remaining outputs are similar to Eq. (2.34).

That is, the t i of Eq. (2.31) are defined by

¢ ¢ I t =

ld9 = tit 2 , ;d;o = t;t 2 , ;d;1 = tit 2 , ld;2 tit2 ,

ld13 ' ' ldl = , , = , ldl = t3t= t3t4 , 4 t3t4 , lCtlS t3t4 ' 6 4 '

= ' ' ldl = t' = tst' ld20 = tst 6ldl7 tst6 ' 8 5t6 ' la19 6 ,
(2.35)

And tile bias outputs are the trivial functions

1d21 = 1, ld22 = ld23 = ld24 = 0 (2.36)

The auxiliary variables t i in Eq. (2.31) may be determined in terms

of the z i by conventional logical methods. The results are

t I = z I • z 3 , t 2 = z 2 • z 4 , t 3 = z I • z 2 $ z 3 ,-

t 4 = z I @ z 4 , t 5 = z 2 @ z 3 , t 6 = z I • z 2 $ z 4
(2.37)

Generalizing these results to include both the read and write opera-

tions, an examination of the write-selection matrix, Eq. (2.32),indicates
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_]:a_ all drivers that were not used in the read operation are energized.

Therefore, Eqs. (o o.,), (2.35), and (2 36) become

d' i = 1, o 20

d21 = i

d22 = d23 = d24 = r' (2.38)

i k..j
1
i

!

1
..4..

Equations (2.38), (2.34), (2.35), and (2.37) define the complete logic

for the sixteen-output L-switch recoder.

While the four-output L-switch recoder equations, Eq. (2.29), were

essentially the same as the recoder equations for the four-output Cswitch,

Eq. (2.24), the sixteen-output C-switch and L-switch recoder equations are

significantly different. From Eqs. (2.38), (2.34), (2.35), and (2.37),

it is seen that this recoder consists of a partial linear tree, which

produces the t_, followed by one level of AND-OR-gates to produce the ld,

and _d'i, and finally by one level of exclusive-OR gates to produce the di.

This tree, which is shown as Fig. 2.12, is most conveniently drawn by

assuming.as before that each two-variable exclusive-OR gate has both the

variables and their complements available, and produces both the desired

function and the complement. Similarly, on this figure a single level

of AND-OR-gates, which produces the four maxterms of the two input varl-

ables, is assumed to have complementary inputs and outputs. By obvious

modifications of the input portions in Fig. 2.12, a synchronous L-switch

recoder may be drawn.

A comparison of Fig. 2.12 with Figs. 2.4, 2.7, and 2.10 indicates

that L-switch recoders are somewhat more complicated than C-switch re-

coders. Using techniques similar to those which led to the sixteen-

output L switch and its recoder, equations may be developed for larger

L switches and their recoders. However, in view of the switches to be

considered in the next section, it does not seem to be of great practical

importance to do this.

E. SOBELMAN SWITCH BECODEBS

The sixteen-output L switch and the corresponding recoder considered

in the previous section were by no means unique. If any row or any column
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rearrangement is made in the L-switch winding matrix, Eq. (2.30), this

means only thac the access-switch input and output wires are corre-

spondingly renamed. However, such row and column rearrangements do

affect the recoder logic. That this is so can be seen by reference to

the read-selection matrix for the sixteen-output L switch, Eq. (2.31).

If a particular row rearrangement is made in _4' then the same rearrange-

ment must be applied to the columns of _4" Similarly, a column rearrange-

ment in _4 calls for a corresponding row rearrangement in _4" Recalling

the manner in which the auxiliary recoder functions t i were introduced

in Eq. (2.31), it should be evident that row and column rearrangements

change these functions.

From this discussion it should be clear that a study of the row and

column rearrangements of L switches might be made, with the purpose of

finding economical recoders. In particular, if the following rearrange-

ment is made of _4 in Eq. (2.31):

_ows: interchange 10 and 12, 14 and 16,

Columns: order 0, 6, 5, 3, 8, 14, 13, 11, 2, 4, 7, 1, 10, 12, 15, 9,

then Eq. (2.31) becomes
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_4 =

Zl:

z 2 •

z3:

z4:

sl:

$2:

s3:

$4:

Ss:

s6:

$7:

$8:

$9:

slO:

1001000010010000

0110000001100000

0000100100001001

0000011000000110

1000100001000100

0010001000010001

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 O. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

0 i 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I

0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0

0000010101010000

I I 00001100000000

0011110000000000

0000000011000011

0000000000111100

1000010000100001

0100100000010010

0010000110000100

0001001001001000

1111111111111111

0000000000000000

0000000000000000

0000000000000000

0000000011111111

0000111100001111

0011001100110011

0101010101010101

0000111100001111

0110011001100110

0101010110101010

0011001100110011

0000111111110000

0101010101010101

0000000011111111

0011110000111100

0011001111001100

0101101001011010

cJ1

d e

d 3

d r

d s

d 6

d 7

d o

d 9

dlo

dll

d12

d13

d14

dis

d16

d17

dl 8

d19

d20

d21

d22

d23

d24

(2.39)
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Developing the recoder logic for Eq. (2.39) in a manner analogous

to that for Eq. (2.31), ten auxiliary functions, sl, s 2 .... , sl0, are

defined in Eq. (2.39) in such a way that

I J

ldl = sis 2 ,

J I

ld5 = s3s 4 ,

= I I

td9 s 5s 6 '

I I

ld13 = STS 8 ,

t I

1(11.1 = _9SI0 ,

ld2 = s 'is2 '

!

1d 6 = S 3S 4 '

I

ldl0 = sSs 6 ,

I

= $7Sld14 8 '

I

= S 9Sld18 10 '

I ld4 = s i s 2 ,ld3 = s i s2 '

ld7 ' 1d8= S3S4 , = 33S 4 ,

' d = sldll = S5S6 ' 1 12 5_5 '

= _ 1d = sidi5 STS8 ' 16 ?S8 '

ld19 : S9S'10 , la20 = S9Slo (2.40)

The auxiliary functions, si, in Eq. (2.39) may be determined in terms of

the address register variables by conventional logical methods. The

results are

= = = Z 3S I Z 2 , S 2 = Z 3 @ Z 4 , S 3 Z I @ Z 4 , 3 4 ,

= = Z 2 _ Z 3 ,s 5 = Z I • z 2 , s 6 Z 4 , s 7 = Z 1 , S 8

s9 = zl _ z3 ' st0 = z2 ° _4 (2.41)

By analogy with Eq. (2.38), when both the read and write operations are

considered, the recoder outputs, di, are

t

d i : r • ld2 i = 1,2,...,20

d = 1
21

t

d22 = d23 = d24 = r (2.42)

The recoder logic represented by Eqs. (2.40), (2.41), and (2.42) is

drawn as Fig. 2.13. Comparing Figs. 2.12 and 2.13, it is seen that while

the same amount of equipment is needed for this revised recoder, the

number of logical levels is reduced.

If one had to investigate all row and column rearrangements of the

L-switch winding matrix to find an efficient recoder, the problem would
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L

be formidable indeed. Fortunately, one particular rearrangement can be

found by using a method due to Sobelman. 16 Sobelman has developed a

graphical method for finding the winding pattern and decoding for a

certain class of multiple coincidence memory (not access switch). Ills

approach is to find p sets of wires to thread the memory cores in such

a way that each core in every memory plane is intersected by one wire

from each set. A requirement on the threading is that if one wire in

each set is energized, one core receives p units of magnetomotive force,

while atl others receive zero or one unit. While other workers 17have

approached this same problem by starting with two coordinate sets of

wires, which correspond to a rectangular grid, and have added redandant

sets in such a way that each added set obeys the required properties,

Sobelman has considered the problem differently. He has eliminated the

coordinate sets of wires, and has instead looke'd for sets of wires that

have a particular decoding property--namely, a linear tree followed by

AND-OR-gates.

Just as it has been possible in the past work on access techniques

to convert the methods for wiring multiple-coincldence memory planes

into the design of access switches, Sobelman's algorithm may be so

adapted. When this is done it is found that such switches, which will

be termed ._ switches, are row and column rearrangements of L switches,

and consequently are restricted to 2 2k outputs, where n = 2k address

register bits are employed. Furthermore, except for the four-output

and sixteen-output S switches, they are load-sharing but not zero noise;

an examination of Sobelman's algorithm shows that with his assumptions

they cannot be. However, a recognition of the relationship between S

switches and L switches allows one to form a zero-noise load-sharing

S switch for the sixty-four-output case by starving with Sobelman's de-

coding method and adding to it in an appropriate way.

As these methods for generating a zero-noise sixty-four-output ._

switch are somewhat ad hoc, only the results will be given here. For the

purpose of condensation, the unaugmented _8 matrixa will be given. To

find the read-selection matrix, _8' each row of R_ is replaced with

eight rows, and a I is placed in the kth of these eight rows for each

digit k in R_. Finally, appropriate rows for the bias drivers are ap-

pended to the bottom of _8" This _8 matrix is shown as Fig. 2.14. The

columns to the right of the partition are the added columns to give the

S switch a zero-noise [roperty.
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Figure 2.]4 contains the recoder equations for this .qswitch. ,\nat-

tempt to design a sixty-four-output L-switch recoder has resulted in such

a complicated logic that it is deemed infeasible to record it here. It.

is sufficient to say that the sixty-four-output ,.g-switch recoder indi-

cated in Fig. 2.14 is substantially simpler than the corresponding

L-switch recoder.

The four-output S switch has a recoding logic essentially the same

as the corresponding L switch. The sixteen-output S switch and its re-

coder were described by Eqs. (2.39), (2.40), (2.41), and (2.42), as well

as by Fig, 2.13, while the sixty-four-o{_tput S switch and its recoder

were described by Fig. 2,14, The next size S switch, and probably the

only remaining one of practical importance, is the one having 256 outp.t_.

Sobelman's decoding for this switch consists of seven wire sets; hence,

it is necessary to find ten additional sets to produce a zero-noise switch

having this number of outputs. This has not been done; however, it is

probable that it can be done if an appropriate amount of time is devoted

to the problem.
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\
III EX&MPLES OF READ-ACCESS SWITCH RECODERS

x_J

A. MAD RECODERS

While the logical equations for several types of read-access sVitch

recoders have been developed in the previous sections, it appears to be

of some practical interest at least to suggest certain methods for implementing

these equations in hardware. As the fundamental purpose of this research

is to develop reliable memory systems, it is natural to recommend that a

maximum use be made of magnetic circuits and that the number of semi-

conductors be kept as low as possible.

In this connection, it should be obvious that a magnetic multi-

apertured device, or MAD, implementation should be considered for the

two-input exclusive-OR gates that occur in all the previously discussed

recoders. In using MADs for these recoders it should be noted that the

r and w (which has been called r') signals are not truly complementary.

While truly complementary signals x and y are related by x • y = 1, r

and w actually have the relationship (rw)' = 1; that is, both may be

absent if the memory is idle, or either one may be true, but both may

not be true. This means that for the case r = w = 0, or the quiescent

memory case, the exclusive-OR gate that has r as an input must produce

a false output. It happens that the two-level AND-OR logic that is used

for the diode implementation of the exclusive-OR gates operates as de-

scribed in this case. However, in a MAD implementation it appears that

this may not be so. Therefore, in designing multiapertured magnetic

recoders, special consideration must be given to the exclusive-OR gates

that have r as one input; if necessary these can be replaced by two

levels of AND-OR magnetic logic as was done in the diode case.

B. A COMMEI_CIAL G SWITCH AND BECODER

In.order to have a basis for comparison, it seems reasonable to

examine the circuitry for a commercially available C switch together

18
with its recoder. The one chosen is from the IBM 7302 core storage,

which is used in the IBM 7090 Data Processing System. This memory con-

sists of 16,384 words of 72 bits each, organized as a 128 x 128 x 72
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coincident-current array. In each of the X and Y access dimensions

there are 8 sixteen-output C switches; therefore, in each dimension

three address bits correspond to segment gating, and four bits are used

to specify one of the sixteen C-switch outputs.

On Fig. 2.15, one of the sixteen C switches required in this memory

is drawn, together with its recoder. The circuit shown has been ideal-

ized by omitting 23 buffers. The recoder of Fig. 2.15 should be compared

with the n = ¢ linear trees shown in Figs. 2.4, 2.7, and 2.10. In par-

ticular, it is seen that an n = 4 minimum level synchronous linear tree

requires no more than 28 exclusive-OB gates, while the circuit of Fig.2.15

requires 20 exclusive-OB gates and 23 buffer stages, tlence, it is con-

cluded that the results of the study of linear trees can be used to

improve existing C-switch recoder logical designs.

C. S SWlTCI! WITH COMBINED DIODE-MAGNETIC IIECODEB

On Fig. 2.16 an S switch has been drawn for purpose of comparison

with the C switch of Fig. 2.15. While both switches have sixteen out-

puts and are zero noise, the similarity stops there. The C switch has

32 drivers and a load-sharing factor of 16, while the S switch has 24

drivers and a load-sharing factor of 4. The C switch has 512 input

windings while the S switch has only 144.

Thus, the sixteen-output S switch has fewer drivers and fewer

windings than the corresponding C switch, whiIe it has a smaller load-

sharing factor.

The recoder logic for the S switch of Fig. 2.16 is given as

Eqs. (2,40), (2.41), and (2.42). One way to implement this logic is

to form the exclusive-OBs of Eq. (2.41) in a diode recoder, and then

to form the two remaining equations magnetically. To illustrate the

magnetic logic, it is necessary to consider the recoder output d a.

From Eqs. (2.40) and (2.42):

-- r • d' -- r * (s' 1 * s 2)3 1 3

' + _(s'+ )
= r'_ IS2 1 $2

(2.43)

where the inputs, s 1 and s2, are available either from the address reg-

ister or as non-complementary outputs of dioc. e exclusive-OB gates which
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in turn are controlled by the bits of the address register. It is as-

sumed here that the address register delivers level outputs--that is,

these outputs can be considered to be constant for the duration of the

memory cycle. The signals r and w are assumed to be pulses.

Equfftion (2.43) may be implemented magnetically in several ways.

A particularly interesting method combines the principles of linear-

input logic with those of linear-output logic to produce a self-clocking

network. In a magnetic implementation of linear-input logic, the inputs

are linearly combined by connecting them to a single magnetic toroid

with windings having differing numbers of turns and polarities. In mag-

netic linear-output logic a single-output winding is connected in series

with several toroids. The simplest form of linear-output logic is used

here--namely, the implementation of the two-input inclusive-OR, which

is simply a series connection of two toroids. One toroid produces the

first term of Eq. (2.43) and the other produces the second term. Con-

sidering the first term of Eq. (2.43), a magnetic linear-input implc-

mentation is I

(s2, 1 * Sl, r) (2.44)

This implementation, however, does not take full advantage of the situ-

ation, for a reset signal is needed. The reset signal may be eliminated

by the following logic:

(s 2, 2 * sl, 2r) (2.45)

An examination of Eq. (2.45) shows that during the quiescent period of

the memory (r : 0) the toroid is held in the reset condition, regardless

of the istates of s 1 and s 2. When the write signal, r, occurs, it acts

' = 1. Whenas the clocking pulse that switches the core providing SlS 2

the r pulse is removed, the toroid is automatically reset. A network

of this sort is termed self-clocking.

The notation used here is described in an article by B. C. Minnick. 19 Briefly, each variable to the

right of the asterisk is connected in the SET direction with the n_mber of turns tbat corresponds to

the coefficient of the variable, while each variable to the left of the asterisk is similarly connected

in the RESET direction.
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An e×amination of Eqs. (2.40) and (2.42) shows that there are j,_st

six essentially different linear-input functions to be produced. Using

s and s to refer to any two of s 1, s 2, , Sl0 these f_nctinns to-n _ " ' " f

gether with self-clocking linear-input logic

Table 2.4

LINEAR- INPL'F I_IPLEMENY"ATIONS

FUNCT tON IMPLEMENTATION

rs_s_

rs _aSb

rSaS b

_(s + s_)

(s , s b, 1 * 2r)

(sa, 2 * sb, 2r)

(3 * s o , s b, 2r)

(3 * sa, sb, 3w)

(sb, 2 * s , ,_w)

(sa, s b, 1 * 3w)

implementation are listed in Table 2.4. I'ach

of the functions d l, d 2, ..., d20 is produced

using two toroids with series-connected out-

puts; the logic for each of the first 40

toroids in the recoder of Fig. 2.16 is taken

from Table 2.4. The functions d21, d22, da_,

and d24 are produced with one additional

toroid in the recoder.

A further examination of Fig. 2.16 re-

veals the presence of three segment gate

wires. V,'hen any one or more of these wires

is energized, a sufficient magnetomotive force is applied to hold every

toroid of the recoder in its reset state; this of course prevents the

production of any output from the recoder. There is no limitation to

the number of segment gate wires that can be used; three were chosen in

Fig. 2.16 to make it comparable with Fig. 2.15. It should be noted that

no additional toroids are needed for the segment gating in Fig. 2.15,

while an eight-output decoding network (which is not shown in the figure)

is necessary for the segment gating in the commercial C switch of Fig. 2.15.

D. S SWITCH WITH ALL-MAGNETIC BECODEB

Other single-apertured magnetic recoders that combine linear-input

logic, linear-output logic, and the self-clocking features exhibited in

the network of Fig. 2.16 are possible. Illustrated in Fig. 2.17 is a

possibility that does not use the diode recoder of Fig. 2.16 for the

operation of the six exclusive-OR functions; furthermore, fewer toroids

(18 versus 41) are required.

The reduced complexity of the recoder in Fig. 2.17 is due to the

assignment of more of the logic to linear-output logic. That is, linear-

input logic is used to decode the four-bit binary number N in the address

register to set the Nth toroid upon application of r, and to reset the

same Nth toroid upon application of w. The linear-output logic follows

the same coding as the g_ matrix of :],e S switch. For instance, examination
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of the recodcr output d 3 shows that upon application of the read sig-

nal, r, d 3 is true provided the number in the address register is _" = 4,

7, 12, or !5. But from Eqs. (2.40) and (2.41) the required read logic

for the output d 3 is

lds = rz2(z 2 +z4)' , (2.46)

which can be verified to be true when the number in the address register

is N = 4, 7, 12, or 15. Indeed this must be the case, for the recoder

equations were derived from the II' matrix of the S switch.

The magnetic reeoder of Fig. 2.17 is as economical as shown because

the r and w pulses have been assumed to overlap. For this reason, im-

mediately upon application of w, the magnetomotive forces due to r and

to w cancel; this allows the toroid to be reset that was set when r was

applied. The bottom two toroids in the recoder of Fig. 2,17 deliver

appropriate thresholds for the linear-output windings. The segment gate

windings operate similarly to those in Fig. 2.16.

One interesting comparison results between the recoders of Figs. 2.15

and 2.17; this is a count of the number of solder joints in the recoder

portion of the switch. It appears that the diode recoder of Fig. 2.15

requires at least 376 solder joints, while the magnetic recoder of

Fig. 2.17 requires only 34, or roughly 9% as many.
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IV CODE-CORRECTION CIRCUITS

A. BLOCK CODE-COBRECTION CIBCUITS l

l%ferring to Fig. 2.I8, the function of a code-correction circuit

is to correct a word having the digits at, a2,

certain maximum number of digits are in error.

has the digits A1, A 2 ..... A k.

If the code words are represented in

the form of some block code having a dis-

tance d, then a passive magnetic structure

may be designed to effect this correction

as follows. A magnetic core may be associ-

ated with each code word, except the word

that contains all O's, and a winding of il

turn may connect each of the inputs a i to

the cores, corresponding to that digit

being I or O. A bias winding connects to

each core with (d - w - p) turns, where w'

is the _eight or number of i's in the code

word, and p is some positive integer. It

is known2°that the minimum value of w in

any code word is d, exclusive of the code

..., a k if no more than a

The corrected code word

a I a 2 a k

I¢ "-
CODE CORRECTION

CIRCUIT

--.I
A 1 A 2 A k

AB--3196--III

FIG. 2.18 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF

A CODE-CORRECTION

CIRCUIT

word that contains all O's. Hence, each core has w _> d positively con-

nected windings, and in the absence of any faults of the inputs, the

correct core is selected with a mmf of w + d - w - p = d - p units.

Considering next some core that should not be selected, it must have at

least d different digits than the selected core. If this non-selected

core has a digit 0 where the selected core has a digit l, then its

nominal select mmf of d - p units is changed by -1 unit because an in-

put wire connected to -I turn is assured to carry current. On the other

hand, if this non-selected core has a digit i, where the selected core

has a digit O, its nominal select mmf is still changed by -i unit be-

cause no input wire carries current to a winding of +I turn. Hence, the

See also Part Three, Sec. II-E, for another application of thia technique.
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most positive mmf on any non-selected core, in the absence of errors in

the input code, is d - p - d = -p units.

:k set of k secondary windings connect to this corrector in such a

way that for each core a one-turn winding is made to an output wire if

the corresponding bit of that code should be a i, and zero turns are

made if the corresponding bit should be 0.

If an input code has r errors, the select mmf ranges by 2r units

from its nominal value, as does each non-select mmf. In order to select

the proper core under worst-case conditions, and not to select any other

core, it is necessary that

d - p - r > 1 , (2.47)

-p + r _< 0 (2.48)

One possible solution for this pair of inequalities is

r = P ! (d - 1)/2 (2._9)

If d is odd, the equality holds.

An example of a block code correction circuit for the (7,3) liamming

code of Eq. (2.12) is given as Fig. 2.19. As d = 3 for this code, r = p = 1

from Eq. (2.49); therefore, any single error is corrected by this code-

correction circuit.

B. MULTIPLE-PARITY-CHECK CODE-CORRECTION CIRCUITS

Block code-correction circuits seem to be practical only for fairly

small code sets, because for larger code sets the number of cores and

the number of windings per core increase to prohibitively large values.

For small code sets, the block code-correction circuits also have the

disadvantage of a large redundancy ratio.

Another approach--one that appears to be more economical in redun-

dancy ratio for small code sets, as well as in the number of cores and

windings for large code sets--is based on multiple parity-check codes. 21

For these codes the non-redundant word is assumed to have n 2 bits,
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all, al2 .... , a which are organized as shown in Fig. 2 20 Tile re-nnJ , ,

dundant bits a0] are defined in terms of vertical parity cheeks as

alO all

• a21

0

ano

o • • a0n

a12 • • •

ann

RA-3i96-IIO

/%

= _, =Pvi aii 0

i=0

(2.50)

and similarly the. redundant

bits a o are defined by the

horizontal parity checks

n

Ph i = _ a i . = 0
1

7=0

(2.51)

The redundant bit, a00 , is

the normal parity bit over

all n 2 non-redundant bits; it

is defined as

FIG. 2.20 ORGANIZATION OFA
TWO-PARI TY-CH ECK
CODE

n n

aoj = 3_ a,o = 0 .(2.52)

j=O i=0

If there is only a single failure of one of the input bits, a
ij,

then both the horizontal parity check and the vertical parity check

through that bit will fail. Hence, the corrected output, Aij , corre-

sponding to an input bit, ai; , is

Atj = aij • phip_, i (2.53)

But from Eqs. (2.50) and (2.51),

Pvj = aij e Pvj

Phi = aij • Phi (2.54)

where
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p_j = aOj • alj _) ... _ a__l, i • a_.io j e , , . • a j ,

Ph_ = aio • a. I • ... • ai.j_ I • ai,j+ 1 • ... o a n (2.55)

Combining Eqs. (2.54) and (2.55), and simplifying,

Aii = aij • [(aij ep.j)(aij • Phi )]

= a_jPt_j + ai.iPhl + P_jPhi

= Maj(aij' P_.i 'Phi ) (2.56)

a, b, c, and d; these inputs are

energized simultaneously with

polarities that tend to switch

flux downward in Legs 1, 2, 3,

and 4. If any one of the four

inputs is true, the flux in Leg 5

will be switched upward because

this leg is in the shortest

From Eq. (2.56), it is evident that if it were possible with a simple

magnetic circuit to generate the parity functions p,j and Pal' the major-

ity function could be obtained with linear-output loglc. There are a

number of magnetic devices that are capable of generating the parity

function; however, most of these are limited to two inputs. For fan-ins

greater than two, the usual approach is to cascade several magfietic

structures with appropriate coupling loops. Two structures for gener-

atingthe parity function of more than two variables are those of Mina

and Newhall, 22 and of Abbott and Suran. 23 The method of Bef. 22 works for

any number of variables, n; however, 2 ".1 holes are required. The method

to be described requires only 3[(n + 1)/2] - 1 holes (.where [ ] indicates

"the integer part of"). The method in the second reference is economical

of holes, but it is limited to

no more than four variables, and

the output detector must sense a

bipolar signal.

The structure in Fig. 2.21

has four input windings, labeled a

RB-3196-126

FIG. 2.21 MULTIAPERTURED DEVICE FOR
THE PARITY FUNCTION
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closure path. Similarly, if any two of the inputs are true, l.egs S and

6 will be switched upward, and so on. Four cases of interest for the

flux states in Legs .5, 6, ?, and 8 after the inputs have been applied

I LEG
5 6 7 8

NO.

OF

TRUE

INPUTS

RB-3196-11B

FIG. 2.22 FLUX STATES FCR THE

MULTtAPERTURED

DEVICE

are listed as Fig. 2.22. Ex-

amination of this figure shows

that if one input is true,

Legs 5 and 6 unb[ock the aper-

ture they contain; similarly,

if three inputs are true, Legs 7

and 8 unblock the rightmost

aperture. In all other cases

shown in Fig. 2.22, both aper-

Lures on the right side of

Fig. 2.21 are blocked.

As a second phase in the

operation, a limited-amplitude

pulse P is applied to the pri-

mary winding that threads these

two apertures. From the foregoing explanation, it should be evident

that a secondary signal N is delivered provided that an odd number of

inputs were true. Hence, the parity function is produced.

The structure of Fig. 2.2t can be generalized to any even number

of inputs, say 2k, by having 2k - 1 holes on the left side and k holes

on the right side. There are of course some practical limits on the

maximum value of k. If a parity function of an odd number of variables

is required, one input may be left unused in a structure for the next

higher even number of variables.

The drawing of Fig. 2.21 is intended only to illustrate the prin-

ciples. The dimensions and path lengths have not been optimized.
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V SUM_RY AND CONCLUSIONS

The logic has been developed for several recoders that recode a

dense binary code _nto a set of outputs that are suitable inputs to a

load-sharing access switch. After doing this, several magnetic imple-

mentations have been suggestcd for these recoders.

From the reliability point of view it is evident that if there

should be a fault in an address register bit, the memory operates im-

properly. This is necessary, for by definition the number in the

address register is dense--that is, there is no redundancy. However,

the recoder-switch structures are safe against some one or more fail-

ures in the access-switch drivers, depending on the situation. It has

been demonstrated that except for the access-switch drivers, all-magnetic

logic can be used between the address register and the memory drive lines;

therefore, it seems reasonable to assume high reliability for these

recoder-switch structures.

If some redundancy is allowed in the address register, in many cases

it is possible to utilize this redundancy to mask failures in the ad-

dress register drivers. As this may be done using rather conventional

techniques it will not be discussed further in this report.

Code-correction circuits of two types have been developed. One of

these approaches is inefficient either in the redundancy ratio or in the

number of magnetic cores and in the windings per core, depending on the

size of the code. The other approach is more efficient; however, it

depends on the successful construction of a proposed multiapertured mag-

netic device. It is evident that more work remains to be done on code-

correction circuits.

It seems reasonable to conclude that read-access switches and

code-correction circuits can be designed for a random-access magnetic-

core memory in such a way that faults can be masked in the memory-access

drivers, in the inhibit drivers, and in the sense amplifiers. It appears

that a fairly good protection can be obtained with a modest expenditure

of equipment.
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The next step would seem to be the consideration of an actual paper

design of a reliable memory. This would be most effectively done in

connection with a reliable computer system.
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PART THREE: APPLICATION OF LOGICAL REDUNDANCY FOR

FAULT-MASKING IN THE INtIIBIT COBE LOGIC SCHEME

By

J. GOLDBESG
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I INTRODUCTION

\

A. PUP, POSE OF TtiE STUDY

There is active interest in the use of the Inhibit-Core logic scheme

for the construction of very reliable space-borne computers, because of

the small number of semiconductor devices required, compared to con-

ventional schemes. In this scheme the small number of semiconductor

devices are concentrated in a small set of identical amplifiers, while

logical operations are performed in magnetic circuits. Under stringent

conditions, it may be necessary to apply redundancy in order to lengthen

the expected life of a system. Inasmuch as transistors and diodes are

presently significantly less reliable than tile other components of the

scheme, significant improvement will be obtained by giving special pro-

tection against failures of transistors and diodes.

Part Three of this report describes several methods for applying

redundancy at the system level--i.e., by the implementation of various

logical rules for error correction. Circuit-design methods for applying

redundancy at the component level will not be considered. Since the

failures of interest are assumed to occur only in transmission channels

(i.e., the amplifiers), the problem essentially may be considered as the

design of error-correcting codes and their implementation in a particular

circuit technique. The Appendix presents an analysis of the theoretical

improve_ment in reliability given by various single- and double-error-

correcting codes. An obvious design goal is that the theoretical im-

provement in reliability should not be vitiated by the unreliability of

any special error-correcting circuits, either by increasing the expected

number of catastrophic failures or by decreasing the operating margins

of the system. An important constraint is that the new logical operations

should decrease the operating speed as little as possible.

Four schemes for applying redundancy will be described. The first

employs redundant signal channels, with suitable combinational logic

circuits for encoding and decoding (with error correction). By enlarging

the functions of certain of the existing inhibit-logic circuits, no

change in system timing is required. The second scheme employs time
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redundancy in nrder to reduce equipment redundancy. .No extra channels

are used; rather, duplicate sets of signals are transmitted through a

non-redundant set of channels, but transposed on successive transmissions,

so that a given bit of information is sent over different channels. ,\l-

though added equipment is needed for the duplication and recombination of

the information, the equipment may be realized using components of greator

reliability than those used in the channel amplifiers. The third and

fourth schemes are "hybrid" combinations of the first two, requiring

intermediate amounts of time and equipment.

In all schemes, the redundant combinational logic circuits result in

an increase of from two to five times in the number of magnetic cores.

It is assumed here that the magnetic components do not fail, but tl,e

error-correction schemes described actually apply to an entire channel,

including cores and amplifier. In the first scheme, the transistor count

increases from two to three times for correction of single errors per

group of three to nine amplifiers. In the second scheme, no new tran-

sistors are needed, but the time per bit cycle increases by a factor of

from 50_o to 100% for correction of single errors per group of two ampli-

fiers. ;lore precise statements of cost and performance wiql be given with

the scheme descriptions. The four schemes have different proportions of

costs in encoder, decoder, and amplifier equipment, and in time delay,

allowing the system designer to choose the redundancy best suited to his

particular needs.

Section I-B is a brief description of the basic, non-redundant logic

scheme.

B, BBIEF BESCBIPTION OF TIlE INtlIBIT-COBE

LOGIC SCIIEME

Two representations of the original, non-redundant circuits of the

particular form of inhibit-core logic which is the subject of this study,

are shown in Figs. 3.1(a) and 3.1(b). The heavy vertical lines in

Fig. 3,1(a) represent square-loop magnetic cores. The triangular box

represents an amplifier, the faults in which are the subject of the pro-

tection scheme to be described. In a system, an amplifier max," serve a

singIe variable--i.e., it will represent a flip-flop, or it may serve a

set of variables, for instance as a register. The first core or set of

cores on the left [represented by the block "Beglster" in Fig. 3.1(b)]

store the values of the logical functions of the computer--i.e., the
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states of a particular flip-flop or register. In this scheme, regist,.r

t,its are scanned sequentiall), bymeansof a multiphase clock (P1 P2 "'" P )

while single "flip-flop" cores are actuated at every bit time. The

second set of cares from the left [represented by the block "Logic" it,

Fig. 3. l(b)] provide tile lo_ic_ for determining the successive states o!"

the associated function. The function is realized in a dis jnnctive-XXD

form, with sufficient redundancy to assure that no more than one core

may switch at any time. The input I'. represents the particular subset

of the system varialn!es which enter into the logical function. A givcn

system consists of a number of such channels--e.g,, thirty, in a system

of ir_cerest: to the client--operating simultaneously. Tl_e set of all

variables are combined at each hit time to determine the next state of

each variable.

In this particular scheme, the same sense amplifier serves both sets

of cores, in time-multiplex. Signals from the switching of a regi._ter

core or a logic core, selected by clocks C B and C L respectively, appear

on a common sense line, are amplified and detected,, and the resultiag 0

or 2 signal is stored temporarily in one or t]_e other of two temporary

storage blocks [represented as Blocks "[_eg T.S. " and "Logic T.S." in

Fig. 3. l(b)]. In addition to temporary storage, these blocks also pro-

vide current amplification, so that their outputs may drive the register

or logic cores in the inhibit mode. Each bit period is divided into four

phases, as folIows:

(1) Bead present state--sense register element, store data

in register temporary storage (Beg T.S.) block.

(2) Determine next state value--combine Beg T.S. block

outputs to set one or none of the logic cores.

(3) Read next state value--sense logic cores, store data

in logic-temporary storage (Logic T.S.) block.

(4) Write next state--copy state of Logic T.S. block into

the register element.

C. BRIEF DESCBIPTION OF TWO BEDUNDANCY SCItEMES

Part Three of this report discusses some special fault-correcting

circuits. In order to give the reader a general picture of how these

circuits are used, brief descriptions of several fault-correcting system

schemes are given in Sec. I-C. The details of the system organizations

are presented in Secs. II-ft, III-B, and III-C.
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Figure 3._'4 represents a redundant system organization of the first

kind, based upon a single symmetric-error-correcting code with three

independent data bits, (x,y,z), and three parity check digits (a,b,c).

With the exception of the Reg T._q. block, the six channels operate as

ordinary inhibit-core channels, with no change in timing. The signals

produced by the six logic blocks occur simultaneously, at Phase 2, but

the values of the a, b, and e signals are designed to be the pair-wise

Exclusive-OR functions of x, y, and z. These signals are copied into

the individual Logic T.S. blocks, at Phase 3, perhaps witl_ an error due

to the failure of one of the amplifiers. When the information is next

retrieved (one word time later, for a word register, or one bit time

later, for a flip-flop), the six signals are read through the amplifiers

and stored in the block labeled "Reg T.S. and Correct. " This block com-

bines the data and check digits to accomplish single-error correction, so

that if only one amplifier is faulty, either permanently or transiently,

the output signals xBc' Yc'/_ and z Rc will be the true values of the func-

tions. Other systems will be described in which there are two correc-

tions per bic cycle.

Figure 3.3 is a simplified representation of the second kind of re-

dundancy to be discussed, which will be referred to as the Bepetition-

Transposition Bedundancy Scheme. A scheme for correction of single drop-

out-only failures is shown. X and F are a pair of amplifiers which serve

two information sources, A and B. These sources appear duplicated as A t'

A2, and BI, B2, respectively, and the same information is transmitted

through X and g twice, with transposition--i.e., X sends A 1 and B2, and

Y sends B l and A 2. The A and B signals are collected separately. Since,

in the event of a single amplifier drop-out failure, no more than one of

the A receptions and no more than one of the B receptions may drop out,

correction consists merely of forming the Inclusive-OR functions of the

corresponding received signals. Extension of the scheme to symmetric

error correction is immediately obvious--i.e., amplifiers are grouped in

triplets_ the input data sets are triplicated, and the stored, received

sets are corrected by .Majority logic. The major feature of this scheme

is that there is equipment redundancy onty in the magnetic elements, and

none in the semiconductor amplifiers, excluding clock drivers.

The third scheme combines features of the first two--i..e., repeated

transmissions--with some parity checking.

\
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 REGAl4----FLOG'C
,t_l_ LOGIC A 2

--- REG A2

REG B1 LOGIC BI,_E

REG B2 _-- LOGIC B2o--

A R A L
C C

B1 _--o B1B o B o
20 20 _

R "_ -3J96-83

FIG. 3.3 SYSTEM ORGANIZATION FOR THE REPETITION-TRANSPOSITION

REDUNDANCY SCHEME

D. GENERAL REIJARKS ON CURRENT-STEERING SWlTCtIES

The signal at the output of the inhibit-core transfer circuit must

he delayed, and then amplified to a value sufficiently strong to inhibit

the switching of a large number of memory or logic cores. Both delay

and amplification functions may be realized in a current-steering (C.S.)

switch. A particular system of interest to JPL uses two-clock-phase

C.S. switches with only these two functions. Even in the earliest de-

scriptions of C.S. switches, 24 the possibilities were noted of accomplish-

ing logical operations at any or all clock phases. All the schemes of

this report exploit the opportunity for the logical error-correcting

operations at the input and/or output clock times, so as not to introduce

new logical elements or new time delays.

Figure 3.4 presents a number of simple C.S. switches, using standard

mirror notation, as in Hef. 24. The horizontal lines represent magnetic

switch cores, the signals xl, x 2, ... and I represent pulsed inputs, and

F and F represent the logical function output and its complement. The

latter carry the current which is steered according to the relative sizes

of the EMF's on the lines linking the cores. These cores are switched by

the same current, carried by an excitation winding, shown as a dashed line

III
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FIG. 3.4 SYMBOLS, NOTATIG._, AND LOGICAL OPERATION OF FOUR KINDS
OF CURRENT-STEERING SWITCHES
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in Fig. 3.4(a). Inasmuch as this winding performs no logical function,

it will not be shown on the remaining drawings. Beside each diagram is

an equivalent winding-matrix representation, in w}_ich I, -i, and 0 repre-

sent a positive,, a negative, or an absent winding, respectively. The

matrix may be partitioned into an input winding matrix H.'and an output

winding matrix _F.

It will be assumed that complements of the input variables are not

available. In the switches of Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b), the windings are

such that one and only one of the cores may be switched by the input

signals; thus, although the output lines may link several cores, only one

unit of K',_Fappears on one of the lines when the cores are reset. In

Fig. 3.4(b), each input variable drives a separate core, so the number of

cores switched may vary from 0 to 3. Considering the bias EMF's produced

by Core No. 4, as the number of cores switched range through 0, i, 2, 3,

the E_IF on output lines F and F range through -1, 0, 1, 2 and 2, 1, 0, -1,

respectively. Since the output current is switched onto the relatively

more positive line, the F output is excited when two or three--i.e., at

least the majority of the three inputs are excited.

In the switch of Fig. 3.4(d), Cores 3 and 1 are switched directly--

i.e., independently--by x a and x 4, respectively. Core 2a is switched if

x2x I = 1, and Core 2b if x_x 1 = i; t!,'as, one of the two will be switched

if x2x 1 + x2x _ = x 2. $ x 1 .= 1. At the output Cores 2a and 2h together con-

tribute exactly as does one of the cores in Fig. 3.2(c).

In a paper by Minnick m it was shown that a two-level Linear Input

circuit could realize any combinational function. The current-steering

switches utilized in this discussion permit construction of a 2-level

Linear Input circuit in a single structure, using linear input logic for

the first level, and linear output logic for the second. This is ad-

vantageous because it avoids the cascading of circuits, which would re-

quire additional semiconductors and clock phases.
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II REDUN_2ASCY SCI_MES BASED ON

ERROR CORRECTING CODES

A. SO?dE PEBTINENT MATEIIIAL ON PAIIITY-CIIECK CODES

Figure 3.5 gives three alternative representations of a particular

single-symmetric-error-correcting code, in which x, y, and z are three

independent data digits, and a, b, and c are redundant checking dlgiLs.

Figure 3.5(a) is the code table--i.e., the list of all eight standard

code symbols. Figure 3.5(b) is the set of logical rules relating the

check and the information digits, and Fig. 3.5(c) is an equivalent

representation, known as a Parity Check (P.C.) Matrix.
INFORMATION CHECK

DIGITS DIGITS

x y z a b c

0 0 0 O 0 0

0 0 1 0 1 1

0 ! 0 1 1 0

0 1 1 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 0 1

I 0 1 1 1 0

1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 0

(a) CODE TABLE

x y z a b c

y (_ z (_ b=O 1 1 0 1

x@zQc=O O 1 0 0

(b) PARITY-CHECK RULES (c') PARITY-CHECK MATRIX

RB-_:96-I04

FIG. 3.5 ALTERNATE REPRESENTATIONS OF ACODE

The complexity and thus the cost of the encoding and decoding equip-

ment depends upon the number of l's in the parity check matrix. The most

reasonable designs are those whose P.C. matrix contains two l's per

column in the data columns (i.e., each data variable appears in only t_o

parity check relations), and from two to four i's per row (i.e., each

parity check relation has from two to four input variables).

Conventional error-correction systems are built in two parts, the

first part performing checks, and the second executing correction. For
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the example given, if a single error occurs Jn the x channel, both its

parity check functions (x 0 e Y0 • a 0) and (x 0 • z 0 • c o ) will have the

value 1. The rule for changing the observed value x0, may then he

expressed as

x -- x o e [(x o _ Yo • ao)(X o ,_ z o _ co)]

The direct logical circuit realization of this rule is shown in

Fig. 3.6(a). Note that this calls for three levels of logic. This rule

may alsobeexpressed in a form requiring only two levels of logic--i.e.,

x c = Majority [xo, (Yo _ uo)' (z 0 • Co)]

= :Majority (xo,Po,Qo) [see Fig. 3.6(b)]

X
0 ----_-%

a

o
_<_

z o

¢
o

Xc=Xo ® (Xo _ Yo (_ ao)(Xo @ Zo _ co)

(a) DETECTOR-CORRECTOR SCHEME

,o p
ao----/v

z°---'-"x"_ O-_ x

°
X ,"

0

xc =MAJ. (Xo'- Yo (_ ao' Zo (_ Co)

= MAJ. (xo, Po' Qo)

(b) AUGMENTED MAJORITY SCHEME

RB-3196-103

FIG. 3.6 ALTERNATE CORRECTION SCHEMES FOR SINGLE SYMMETRIC ERRORS

which is, fortunately, realizable by current-steering switches employing

linear-input logic at input and output. The code-correction schemes

based on this rule will be called Augmented Majority Logic Schemes.

In the following sections, correction schemes will be described for

single and double symmetric errors and for single asymmetric (drop-outs

only) errors within groups of amplifiers.
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B. DESIGN OF ENCODERS FOR PARITY-CllECR IIEDUNDANCY

The various parity check redundancy schemes require generation of

input signals for the redundant amplifiers which represent the parity

function of several of the other inputs. The usual inhibit-core logic

circuits do not provide signals of sufficient strength to drive combining

logic at the input level. One possibility for realizing the Exclusive-OR

function at low signal level is to use a hi-polar amplifier, fed by a

special sense wire threading the two core sets in such a way that simul-

taneous 1 signals cancel. This method requires very careful control of

pulse shape and strobing. Because of these circuit difficulties, it is

assumed that it is necessary to generate the parity_check functions

simultaneously with, and from the same data sources as, the data functions,

using the same circuit techniques. Equipment serving this purpose will he

called an encoder, by analogy with the communications model.

The number of logic cores required

for generating the parity functions de-

pends very muel_ upon the particular

functions combined. A study of the

functions in a particular design of

interest to the clientt found that most

of the variables could be combined in

two-input parity checks whose circuit

cost was reasonable. P, epresentative

results are shown in Table 3.1, which

shows the number of logic cores re-

quired to produce the individual

functions and the two-input parity

functions for the indicated combinations.

Table 3. 1

NU._.IBEII OF CORES BEQUIBED FOIl q]IE

GENEBATION OF BEPBESENTATIVE

PABITY FUNCTIONS

FUNCTIONS NUMBER OF CORES

X Y n n
x y nxr_

K 1 K 2

K 3 d¢

K s K 6

N L

E a!

C P

8 6 16

13 i1 20

13 13 24

5 16 27

5 5 10

7 10 34

Only one three-input parity function was tested--i.e., K 1 • K 2 e K 3.

The number of cores required was 43. This is close to the limit of the

present technology, and it is more than twice the number required in the

two-input functions containing these variables. Thus the usefulness of

three-input parity functions is judged to be marginal.

It is important to note that it is not necessary to apply the same

code size and redundancy ratio for all the groups into which a set of

Deacrihad by the logical equations of O. Rubin, _
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\ _,mplifiers is divided. If the logic of a particular few variables lends

itself to three-input parity c}_ecks, such possible advantages st,ould be

taken, since codes of higher efficiency may then be used. (_o,_versely,

some variables >ay not. yield even to two input parity thee:ks. These. m,_v

be checked bY triplication of amplifiers, with, interestingly, r,o exl ra

costs, since the same logic cores may drive all three amplifiers.

C. CO1;ES ANB AUG!_IENTED .,,A,IOBITY I_lqCOBKP, S

FOI_ SINCI, I:, SY_dMETBIC [-BP, OB COBP, I.;CTION

The codes of this section have parity matrices whose data columns

have exactly two i's, thus their decoders may be realized b'/ "augmented

majority" C.S. switches. Three codes of practical importance for groups

with l, 2, and 3 data channels are given in Figs. 3.7, 3.8, and 3.0,

respectively. I One switch of the kind shown is assumed for each dot, !,it..

Mj

z a b

(a) PARITY-CHECK
MATRIX

!

.-;/

--;--.-;
IJ

ZC Z C

!

i T
b 1 I

0

(b) LINEAR-OUTPUT-LOGIC
CORRECTOR

F 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 0

0 1 0

z 7

C I ._C

- cciW-
z a b I z T
0 0 0

(c) LINEAR-INPUT-LOGIC
CORRECTOR

RA -3t96-92

FIG. 3.7 SIMPLE MAJORITY LOGICCORRECTORS

Figure 3.7 describes the familiar triplication-and majority scl;e:::c,.

Figure 3.?(a) is the parity check matrix (z may be considered the data

channel), Fig. 3.7(b) is a C.S. correcting switch based on majority ]ogic

at the output, and Fig. 3.7(c) is a C.S. correcting switci: based on

majority logic at the input. The choice between the two is an engineeriug

orle .

_.._J

f The codes will be labeled using the notation (_,k) i , where M is the number of data digits,

is che number of check digits, and i is the index for different codes of an a,k class; thuu

Lbe codes of Figs.. 3.7. 3.8, and 3.9 are (1,2)o (2,3), and (3.3 , respectively.
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Figure 3.8 descriLes a scheme based on a code previously considered

by Lofgren. ;6 Figure 3.8(a) is the parity matrix, 3.8(b) is the C.S.

switcl_, and 3.8(c) is the switch's winding matrix. Although its ampli-

fier redundancy is higher than that of other codes of this class, it

offers the attractive advantage that only one parity function need be

generated for every two data variables.

The code of Fig. 3.9 makes more efficient use of the check channels.

Its efficiency cannot he exceeded by any code whose parity matrix con-

tains no more than two ones per column and three ones per row.

Parity matrices and winding matrices for correction schemes for

codes of 3, 4, and 5 data digits per group are summarized in Fig. 3. i0.

Code (3,4), is suitable for the probably rare case in which three

data variables have a parity function that is practically realizable.

Its advantage is that the inputs for three of the four check-digit

channels simply duplicate the data channels. The correction switch re-

quires seven cores while the (3,3) switch requires six. Code (3,4),

represents a compromise between the (3,3) and the (3,4) codes. The

correction switches for x and z are of the (2,3) kind, and of the (3,3)

kind for y.

Tabl e 3. 2

EQUIPM'_NT REDUNDNN'CY RATIOS FOB

CODES WITtI m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

CODE BITS REDUNDANCY RATIOS

Info Check Amplifiers Encoder Decode

m i r A

1 0 1

1 2 3

2 3 2.5

3 3 2

3 4 (1) 2.33

3 4 (2) 2.33

4 4 2

4 5 2.25

5 4 1.8

5 5 2

5 6 2.2

r E

1

I

2

3

2

2.33

3

2.5

3

3

2.6

r D

1

2

2.5

3

3.5

2.67

3

3.1

4.5

3

2.8

The equipment redundancy ratios

of the above schemes are listed in

Table 3.2. The ratios for amplifiers,

encoder logic, and decoder switches

are listed separately. The encoder

costs are estimates, assuming a two

input parity check encoder has twice

the average number of cores, and a

three input parity check encoder has

three times the average number. The

choice of code depends partly upon

the relative weights of the three

equipments.

Aside from the (5,4) code, no

code has a lower amplifier redundancy

ratio than the (3,3) code, but severat

codes of larger group size have the
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(a) (3, 4)CODERS

._P(3, 4)1= x y z a b c d

! 1

i i i i (3,4_!b]=
z i-j

Zo Xo Yo do Co b

O 0 0 0 0 ! "_

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0

0 1 -1 -! 0

0 -1 1 -1 0

0 -1 -1 1 0

LO 0 0 0 1

-2

:1
SIMILAR

P(3, 4)2= x y z a b c d

1 1

1 1 1

1 1

Wz'-- --xW SAME FORM AS_W(2, 3) z

W SAME FORM AS W(3, 3)
_y -- z

(b) (4, 4) CODE

_PC4, 4)= w x y z a b c d

1 1 1

1 1 1

1

ww w x, wy, _-_z

(c) (4, 5) CODES

PI(4'5)= w x y z a b c d e

r"l 1 i
I I I

i I I

i i i

L i i

P2(4' 5) = w x y z a b c d e

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1 1

Ww, SAME FORM ASW(2, 3) z

Wx, W SAME FORM ASW2(3, 3)_y z

SAME FORM AS W_(3, 3) z

_Ww, _A_z SAME FORM AS W(2, 3) z

Wx, Wy SAME FORM AS W_(3, 3) z

x Yo ew 0 do o o

-0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 I -i 0 0 0

0 -1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 I i I

0 0 0 I -I -I

0 0 0 -I 1 -I

0 0 0 -i -I I

1

R El- 3t96-95A

FIG. 3.10 PARITY-CHECK AND WINDING MATRICES FOR ERROR-CORRECTING

CODES OF 1, 2, 3, 4, AND 5 INFORMATION BITS
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(d) (5, 4)CODE

v w x y z a b c d

1 1 1 I

1 1

1 1

wv, %, %, wz, SEEw2(4, %

(e) (5, 53 CODE

v w x y z a b c d e

r-11 ]I 1 I 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

Wv, _Ww, Wx, _Wy,___Vz,SEE W_(3, 3)z

E.E(5, 4_x_b-]=
Xo vo Wo ao Yo Zo bo

-0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 i -1 -1 0 0 0

0 -1 -I 1 0 0 0

0 -I 1 -I 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 -I -i

0 0 0 0 -I 1 -1

0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1

(f) (5, 6)CODE

v w x y z

1 1

1 1

1 1

1

_v'W--z' SEE_W(2, 3)z

Ww, Wx,_Wy, SEEW_(3, 31z

abcde

l

1

l

I

1

BIAS

-i

-i]

RB-3_96 -95 B

FIG. 3.10 CONCLUDED

same redundancy. It is natural to ask whether smaller or larger group

sizes are to be preferred, given the same redundancy and assuming single-

error correction within a group. The preference should be given to the

smaller group, because more double errors may be corrected the greater

the number of groups into which a given number of data channels are

divided.

This may be illustrated by comparing the (6,6) and (3,3) codes

(Fig. 3.11). As shown, nine double errors may be corrected in the (6,6)

code, while the same six data channels and six check channels, in two

groups of three-and-three, allow for thirty-six double errors.
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(a) UNIFIED 6-BIT CODE GROUP

u v w x y z a

l i I

1 1

b c d e

1

1

f

CORRECTABLE DOUBLE-ERROR SETS (WITH NO
SPURIOUS EFFECTS ON OTHER VARIABLES)

U/ X V n y W/ Z X_ a Zt C

u, c v, d w, e y, b

NOTE: u, w CAUSES FALSE CHANGE IN v, ETC.

(b) ALTERNATIVE TWO THREE-BIT GROUPS

u v w a b c

1 1 1

1

x y z d e f

1 1 1

1 1

CORRECTABLE DOUBLE-ERROR SETS

ANY ONE OF(u, v, w, a, b, c), AND

ANY ONE OF (x, y, z, d, e, f)

(36 SETS)

RB -3L96 -97

FIG. 3.11 COMPARISON OF DOUBLE-ERROR-CORRECTION CAPABILITIES FOR ONE
SIX-BIT GROUP VERSUS TWO THREE-BIT GROUPS

1). SINGLE-EilBOF_-CORI_ECTI',i] S:JITC[iFS FOil CODES
_ITfl PABITY-CIIECI{ _dA]'I_ICES iIAVINO
THREE I'S PEP, COI.UMN

Although increasing the number of parity check relations into which

the data channels may enter makes possible the more efficient use of re-

dundant channels, the correction switches become considerably more com-

pticated. An important illustration is given by the (4,3) Ilamming Code,

whose parity m_,,rix (with O's deleted for readability} may be written as:

v_ x y z a b c

1 1 1
"I

i . 1 1
L

L 1 i 1
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}[ere, correction requires inspection of three parity relations, rather

than two as in the previously considered codes. Note, for example, tl,at

although _ appears explicitly in only two relations, the presence of z

in both of those relations requires a third check. Thus, the rule for

correction of w is:

wh e r e

1]_0 = X 0 • 2:0 0 a 0

Q_0 = YO _ Zo _ b0

/_ = Yo • z 0 o c o
_o

There are two decompositions of this expression which might usefully

exploit magnetic core circuitry. One iS a two-level linear-input logic

circ,it witl, the following structure:*

[1, p,, o_ (p, O, R * I) ** P, Q, 3_] ,

in which the terms on tl,e rig',t-hand side of the * or ** represent, the

setting inputs, and those o:_ the left the inhibiting inputs, each gro,p

weighted, summed, and tested for"equal-to-or-greater than 12' A circuit

implementing this logic is shown in Fig. 3.12. Notice that._ for sim-

plicity of illustration, the input windings for x, y, z, a, 6, and c are

not shown, and the sets of cores required for generating the intermediate

B, P, and Q variables are represented as single cores. The circuit is

not only complex, but it requires an additional diode and an additional

clock period, so it is probably of little practical interest.

Another decomposition of the above expression for w c is

_c = B,oWO + B'o Maj (w 0,P%,Q.0 )

%

t Derivea f-... _a_r7 i£6. Table If. Ref. 19.
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R
W

0

P
W

0

Qw
0

- I CORE I

I,_8 CORES Rw
/,

/4_4 CORES Pw

_z_4 CORES Qw __

"_'_,I CORE w --
0

* INPUT WINDINGS NOT SHOWN

W c

f

w
f

4 _

RA-3196-B5

FIG. 3.12 TWO-LEVEL CORRECTION SWITCH FORTHREE-ONES-

PER-COLUMN-P MATRIX CODES

This may be real-_zed by a hybrid circuit, using linear input Ionic

for the majority function, and diode logic for the OB function, as in

Fig. 3.13. Figure 3.13(a) shows a switch suitable for correcting the

w, x, or y iinformation_ and the switch of 3.13(b) is for correctina :.

The same a},brevJations are used as in Fig'. 3.12, b,_t Fi::, 3.13(c) i]l:_-

trates a typical winding matrix for the P and B variables. Extra
_0 _0

diodes are used, but no extra clock period. Nevertheless, the size of

tt_e switch may be bavond practical rea!_,zation.

"171Vt_ttO}_. -COP,RECTIi\fi F_'.:/)'TC_IES BA.__,J

n : t. TE i}!'XG,,N CONtP L DECO t

All of the switches discussed in the pr,-:vio_s sections were hc:_r:d

on the parity check relations among the code digits. An alterna'civ.:

approach is to exploit _he distance_sensitive properi;ies c,f Linear !_;?,_c

logic to isolate individual code "letters," as follo_vs. Let a sepr, rr, te

Linear Inpqt element be assigned to each code letter, and let the _ni.,::.,

be weighted +I for digits which appear as i in the Ietter and -1 f,-,r

digits which apl_ear as 0 in the letter. Adjust; the tl_reshold t so ti,at

n 1 -n o -t = (d'i-1)/2, where n I is the number of J's in the letter, a 0 the

number of O's and d is the code distance. The effect of either a false

1 or a false 0 is to diminish the drive by one unit. So long as the

number of digits changed is less than (d- 1)/2, the element will still

be selected.

t See alao Sec. IV-B. Part Two of this report.
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The switcl, es res_llting from tl,is approach are attractive, for small

code groups, hut since the numl_er o[ elements needed for an _ t,it code

is 2", the utility of the ar;proach quickly vanishes for increasi,,g m.

Figure 3.14 illustrates distance-3 switcl, designs, for the (2,3), (3,3),

and (-I,3) codes. Clne possit_le advantage of this realization is that

several output lines may sl}are the same aet of cores, rather than having

to use separate code correction switches as in previous sections. T!,e

electrical design of snc_l a shared-output switch is somewhat more di ffi-

cult, but it appears reasonable. The (2,3) switch requires fewer total

cores and windings t!_an the "augmented majority" version, but it requires

more inputs to its linear-input section, increasing the design difficulty

somewhat. The (3,3) switch requires fewer cores than the total of the

three switches of its previously stated counterpart, but it is a larger

switch, thus it is more difficult to design. Both verbions of the above

two cases should be considered by the circuit designer. The (4,3) switch

shown in Fig. 3.14 is superior to the parity-based version, in the number

of cores and diodes, but it is still very large.

F. DOIJ BL E- EI_[1OI1- COBP, ECTI Y G SV, ITCIIES

Switch designs for distance 5 codes based on the parity-check re-

lations are very complex and appear i:nt, ractical. For sing!e-data-hit

codes, a majority type switch is feasible of _he input-logic or the

outDut-logic type. Both versions arc ._hown in Fi_. 3.15. For two-d__r.,,-

bit codes,: a switch based on the complete decoding of the four valid

code letters, as in Fig. 3.16, also appears feasit, le.

C. ASYMMETP_IC-I;I_BOP_ COBRECTING SWlTCf{ES

If an amplifier may be trusted to fail only in one direction, the

cost of error correction may be reduced. Each channel is duplicated;

in the "drop-outs only" case, the correction switch simply produces the

Og function of the duplicate channels, while in the "false-ones only"

case, the correction switch produces the AND function. The first type

is illustrated in Fig. 3.17. The input encoding logic is the same for

both channels, and might be a single circuit. There is no advantage in

using groups larger than two.

The simplicity and low cost of this correction scheme suggests that

it would be profitable to design the .mplifler so that one kind of error

128
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Fi i
i

!I i I

L 1

P MATRIX

{a) m=2COOE

y z a b c

Foo o o t
0 1 0 1

1 0 t 1
l

L_I I I 0 I]

CODE SET t
Yo Zo

<-"7'--_

1 I i

LINEAR-;NPUT, DIRECT-OUTPUT-CORRECTING SWITCH

P_=

x y z b c

i I I

(b)m=3, k:3 CODE

w x y z a b C

Fi il i i]
1 i I I

l

L I I I

P MATRIX

(c)m =4, k =3 (HAMMING) CODE

C =

yz abc

000 000-

001 011

010110

011 I01

i00 I01

.I01 II0

ii0 011

IIi 000

Yo Zo ao bo Co BIAS xc _c YC Yc Zco

--I -I -I -I -I -I 2 0 I 0 1 0 I-

-i -I i -i 1 1 -I 0 1 0 1 1 0

-I I -i I 1 -I -I 0 1 I 0 0 1

-I I I I -I i -2 0 I I 0 I 0 i

I -i -I I -I i -i i 0 0 1 0 I

I -I I I I -I -2 I 0 0 1 1 0

i 1 -I -i I I -2 I 0 I 0 0 i

I I i -i -I -I -I I 0 I 0 I O_j

WINDING MATRIX

w x y z a b c BIAS wc _c x¢ _c Yc Y¢ zc

Iill I -i -I -I -I -I -I 2

-I -I I -I I i -I

-i I -I i -I I -I

-I I I I I -I -2

-I 1 -i -I 1 1 1 -2

-I 1 -I I I -i -I -I

-I i I -I -I i -I -I

-I I i I -I -i 1 -2

i -I -i -i I I -I -I

1 -1 -1 1 1 -i 1 -2

I -I I -I -i I I -2

I -I I I -i -I -I -I

1 1 -i -I -i -I 1 -I

i I -I I -I I -I -2

1 I I -I I -I -I -2

i I I I i I I -5

0 1 0 I 0 I 0 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

0 1 0 I 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

0 I i 0 I 0 0 I

0 I I 0 I 0 I 0

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 I

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 I 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

I 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

I 0 i 0 I 0 i 0

iWINDING MATRIX

FIG. 3.14 SINGLE.SY/V,METRIC-ERROR-CORRECTING SCHEMES
BASED ON COMPLETE DE.CODING
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x x
tl _L_

t J ij --.,

/Li \

tA"

I

(a) LINEAR OUTPUT LOGIC

-P i< r" P i_--__
x I x2 x3 x4 x 5 1

(b) LINEAR INPUT LOGLC

x
C C

.LL
,/¢

i
I

RB-3:95-100

FIG. 3.15 THREE-OUT-OF-FIVE MAJORITY DOU3LE-ERRORCORRECTtONSCHEME

x y a b c d e f

F1 1

il I i

II 1 1

I i I

P MATRIX

x y a 5 c d e f x y a b c g e f BIAS x c _c Yc Yc

1 0 O 1 I i I I -i -i I 1 1 1 -2 0 I 1

0 1 1 1 1 0 -I 1 1 1 1 -I -I -2 1 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 1 I 1 1 -I -I 1 1 -3 1 O 1

CODE SET WINDING MATRIX

RB- 3,96-J01

FIG. 3.16 TWO-INFORMATION-CHANNEL DOUBLE-ERROR-CORRECTION SCHEME
BASED ON COMPLETE DECODING
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T

x I x2

x x
C C

=." \!

a
I

_b b i__
j__J_;

x1 x2 1

x
¢ C

I

(a'_ LINEAR OUTPUT LOGIC (b} LINEAR INPUT LOGIC

l ,_ ¢,
V i

x2

(c) SYSTEM ORGANIZATION

(Xl+ x2) c

RA-3196-87

FIG. 3.17 CORRECTION SCHEMES FOR SINGLE-DROP-OUT ERRORS

is much less likely than the other kind-- e.g., by using fuses to convert

short-circuits to open circuits. I

It. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION FOR CODE-TYPE
ERROR CORRECTION

In the inhlbit-core scheme to which these methods are addressed,

the amplifiers are used twice per bit cycle, once to read the present

state of the variables from registers, and then to read the next-state

values, obtained from the logic circuits. If it may be assumed that

errors witl not occur in different amplifiers on the two successive

phases of a bit cycle, the information need be corrected only once--i.e.,

when the output of the temporary register information is used to form

the next-state values in Iogic. Nevertheless there may be some equipment

advantage in making two corrections per cycle. In the single-correction

_f See Sec. V-B. Part One.
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=
system, extra registers are needed to ho_d the parity information for

the subsequent correction operation, but the logic temporary-storage

switches are simple. In the two-corrections system, only data registers

are needed, but the logic T.S. switches must be correctors.

These considerations are illustrated in the simple Majority

lledundancy scheme shown in Fig. 3.18 The lines labeled x '_ and x L
' " C C

represent the corrected register and logic variables and V and V, ]

V_

? T

-_RE GISTER o-j--------_ LOGIC_vj

(a)2 CORRECTIONS PER CYCLE

REG.T.S. - !_.__I LOG.T,S.

CORRECT CORRECT

REG.T .S.

REG a AND

i_l, _ CORRECT
REG b [

* THREE SENSE LINES, TRIPLICATE
OR COMMON CORE SETS

(b) I CORRECTION PER CYCLE (AT LOGIC INHIBITTIME)

I h oLOG.T.S, x _--.-

" i

LOG.T .S. a

RB -3Lg6 -91

FIG. 3.i8 ALTERNATE SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONS FOR SIMPLE MAJORITY REDUNDANCY

represent the subsets of the other system variables--with and without

x--that determine the successive values of x. The rest of the notation

is that given in Sec. I, in connection with Fig. 3.2. The choice between

the two alternatives of one or two corrections per cycle is based upon

the relative equipment and design costs of two registers and three single

temporary storage circuits vers_,'s one correcting-type T.S. circuit. In
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the single-correction scheme, the logic circuits may logically be shared

by the three sense lines.

Figure 3. i9 _llustrates the two system choices for the (2,3) code.

The block lal_eled "I_eg T.S. and Correct" consists of error-correcting

switches of the kinds described in tile previous section, either one,

using "complete decoding, " or two, using "augmented majority. " 7, new

F---I--* REG y :_--'-_[-o[ y LOGIC

REG b ¢ _ iLOGIC

_k L: ''
_ V V

REG z c i z LOGIC

(a) TWO CORRECTIONS PER CYCLE

Vi ,: zR y z

,,11

.-F--_,_>--.

4

--I
-f

REG.TAND.S.] I
CORRECT

l

' : REG.T.S.

I

: AND _-7'
CORRECT

: o- ---.4

1

REG a

REG y

REG b

REG z

REG ¢

,! ,o,,o_,c._

,Rtz R ")

_E_:__ _ s H-

AND _ bkT.s

CORRECT J_
-0 I ! -_!_ I zLT's"

• cLT. S e-_;t

(b) ONE CORRECTION PER CYCLE

* 2 SENSE LINES, DUPLICATE OR
CO;_AMONCORE SETS

RB --3196 - 88

FiG. 3.19 ALTERNATE SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONS F'OR THE (2,3) CODE
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problem appear.-, iT1 tllc re,t_li reme_L for _enerat.{Tl}r a cnrrccLc,i [:_tri t.v

di::it si:..,_:,l iT_ t!,c t;:,'_-c(_rr,:'cli,_ns-neT'-cx.'cte schc[':e. 11, ll_c. (.'-' ") ("_,,i,'

I " ' ( ' { I n 1 _ I i _ ] l{ [" i I _ C [ } _ l r { I x ' C ] , q; I ] [ ] ( ' I i 5 I , . [ [ . S carrcclioh r,_I,- is c:nr,. (-n,,,: i,:<

1_}_aTi t.,_al. ,Car t.J_e (Jura channels--i.e.,

=

¢

__ m

i'o _ (Yo _ zo _ bo)(Y,_ _ _'(J)(:o ,a c o )

Tbc most: econamica] rcal{zation c. r tl_is l'unction is

6 = (l Y0 a, * z 5 c ) _ (1 z 0 c o _ ,v o, n o b 0)c " ' ' u 0 j _)' 0 " " ' '

Thin requires c.nly t.v:o cores, w_th the ]_near logic [t_nct..ions at t:;,:ic

il_p_lts _n(l Lhe 0I_ logic _t their outputs, t A hyl_ri,1 avst. er:, £s _ls,- .... ,i-

missihle, in whqc}, *;],e t, channel, would be corrected once per cx.'_'lc, ,_;,1

t]_e or, hers, l, wi co.

| This form was arrived at, by the"complete d.codin6" approach. "SrraightIor_'ard" slept1 fi--

caLion of _he ir, itial f.r_ula yie_d.,_ the Iota

b = bO(y e a * y e z * z _ c) * y_a_ * _z_ec

_hich has a much more expensive realization,
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III ERROR CORRECTION BY REPETITION AND TRANSPOSITION

A. (JI:INIiP,,:,L DE,_ hIPTION

The schemes of the previous section employed separate channels to

carry redundant information for correction of errors in the data ch_nr:c_Is.

In order to minimize the n_:mber of extra channels, group codes were e_a-

ployed, which req/'ived special l_gic circuitry for encoding and decod!_g.

Codes _,.erc fo,.nd thut allowed the accomplishing of the logical opera_i,,ns

in magnetic circuits that require no new semiconductor devices and no

additional time.

Ti_is section will describe schemes in which the use of additional

time phases makes possible considerable savings in equipment and com-

plexity of logic. This is done simply By forming several replicas of a

set of independent data bits, and transmitting the replicas, in suceessi,_n,

tiirough a set of amplifiers, each time transposing the bits so that no },it

passes tl, roug!_ the same amplifier twice. The replicas are collected sepa-

Fately, combined logical])' and replicated to form the corrected next-state

varia_.',es. The logical function is Otl or AND for asymmotric-error

channels, and ,_,lajority, for symmetric-error channels. Tl, e importa',zr a_l-

vantages of tlL_s nzethod are the eliminat{ol_ o] any red_,qdant amplijiers,

and the great simplij_catLon oj tt_e encoding and decoding logic. The

disadvantages of the method are t]_e additlona] time--two extra P.EADphasos

per bit cycle for asymmetric cLannels, and four extra for symmetric

channels, above the usual two BEAD and two WBITE phases, and the somewha¢

greater number of register and logic cores.

Before describing the details of a specific system, the question of

amplifier group size will be considered. For asymmetric error correctinn,

two replicas must be transmitted, thus the minimal set size is two. The

question is, given a number of amplifiers to be divided into permutation

groups, is it advantageous to use a larger group size, with, for example,

a cyclic permutation of the data set through the ampli fief group? These

altern_,tives are illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.20. Detailed

circuit descriptions will be given in Secs. III-B and Ill-C, below. As

in the case of parity-check coding, the smaller grouping is to be preferred
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(a) CYCLIC PERMUTATION (b) PAIR-WISE PERMUTATION
RA-3;96-86

FIG. 3.20 COMPARISON OF CYCLIC AND PAIR-WISE PERMUTATIONS

tN REPETITION-TRANSPOSITION SCHEMES

_y

because it has greater power to correct double errors. This may be

demonstrated by the following argument. Let there he m amplifiers in

each system. In the cyclic scheme, the number of uncorrectahle double

error patterns is a, since any adjacent errors will result in one er-

roneous signal. In the pairing scheme, the number of uncorreetable

double error patterns is only _/2, since both errors must occur in the

same pair. t

B, ASYMMETRIC-ERROR CORRECTION SCIIEME

The essential features of uhe scheme for asymmetric error correction

are illustrated in Fig. 3.21. Figure 3.21(a) is a block diagram of one

pair of channels, labeled X and Y. Two pairs of registers and two pairs

of logic core sets are shown. They are so connected that channel X

transmits data A 1 on the first pass, and data B 2 on the second, and

channel Y transmits B 1 and A 2 on the first and second passes respectively.

A given sense line passes through two registers, and the choice of regis-

ters is made by separate clock_phase drivers. The two A versions are

collected in a single circuit. The single line output of the circuit, A c,

is the logical OB of the two stored inputs (for drop-out error correction

and it is used to form two replicas of the data for the next cycle. The

No_e that although the occurrence of an uncorreetable double error in the pairing scheme is

half as likely as in the cyclic scheme, it cau6es twice the damQge,
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two k versions are processed in the same way. T},is description holds

equally for register and for logic data.

The time relations of t'.,e various clock pleases are shown in

Fig. 3.21(h). Tl,ere are four READ t_mes and two _VBITE times, rather

than the standard two READ times and two WltITE times. The clocks

_c'RI" ,5_2, 3Ll' and S L2 gate the collection of t.he four data samples

into the [,roper combining circuits.

The storage-and-combining circuits present an engineering problem

not previously' met in the current-steering switches descri}_ed in th{s

report. This is the pro}_lem o[ preventin_ the output of an amplifier

from destroying output data previously stored. Two o_atin-o systems are

suggested, one based on current coincidence, the other based on diode

switching.

T!,e current gating scheme is illustrated in the right-hand side of

Fig. 3. Ol(a), . The block whose output is Age is driven by the X and Y

amplifier output lines. Its first sianal is taken from the X line at;

SB1 time, and its second signal is taken from the Y line, at S_2 time.

In order to keep the X data at S/_ 2 time and the Y data at SB1 time from

interfering, each sample is taken by a separate core, using coincident-

current selection, as shown in the switch design of Fig. 3.21(c). The

disadvantage of this approach is that coincident-current selection re-

quires more careful control of current amplitude than simple inhibit-type

selection.

The diode gating scheme is ill_,strated in Fig. 3.21(d). Ilere, the

X output is split into two lines, each isolated by a diode, and selected

by voltage pulses on the clock lines, laSeled P.J 1 and /_d 2. Successive

samples set separate cores, whose outputs are joined by logical Ott at

WRITE time. A magnetic circuit that is of simpler design than for

current-coincidence gating is thus achieved, at the extra cost of two

diodes per amplifier.

C. SY?d?,iETRI C- EI_RO R- CORRECTI O N SCttEME

Correction of symmetric errors requires a triplet of amplifiers and

three replicas of the data set, in order that a majority correction ma_"

be made. Figure 3.22 illustrates s'<ch a system. An attempt is made to

indicate the wiring transposition scl_eme for distributing and collecting

the successive data samples. Also, for clarity of drawing, the clock and
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selection lines are not shown. Otherwise, the approach and notation of

t:ig. 3.'21 are extended directly, so that detailed description is un-

necessary. The same choice of diode or current coincident Fating is

available, with t!_e latter illustrated.

D. M1]I.T I P L t,_ - I,: Ri.O R COBRECTION

_I 1 ",.iLtlple errors may be corrected by a direct extension of the above

designs, t'_or j asymmetric errors the number of data set copies, ampli-

fiers per group, and read clock phases per transmission is j + 1. For j

symmetric errors, 2j , 1 data copies, amplifiers, and clock phases are

needed. The design difficulties of t}:e combining switches naturally

increase with size.
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IV IIYB,qlD REPETITION ,LYD P.,kRITY-CtlECK

REDUNiJANCY SCHEMES

,.\. I NTt_Ot2UCTION

The two scheme tx-pes of the preceding two sections max' be dist. inguishod

l,y the exchange of time redundancy and equipment redundancy. Although t!_c

1.ypes appear quite different, there exist hybrid schemes that permil intr:_'-

mediate degrees of this exchange. Two examples will be presented hcru.

B. SCIIEME ALLOWING SOME BEF, UNI;ANT CtlANNEI, S

In the first example, which is a scl_eme for correction of slngtc

symmetric errors, two independent data channels are supplemented by a

t}_ird, redundant channel, and two trar, smissions are made. This may be

compared with the parity--check schemes, which use an average of 11/< re-

dundant channels per data c],annel, and with the time-redundancy scheme,

which requires three transmissions. The system scheme is illustrated in

Fig. 3.23(a), in which a and b are independent data sources, and p is a

data so_rce which produces the parity function of a and 6. The triangles

represent the data channels, subject to symmetric errors. The memory

elements q, s, and a store the first transmissions of a, b, and p, through

Channels 1_ 9, and 3 respectively, and Elements r, t, and v store the

second transmissions of a, b, and p through Channels 2, 3, and 1

respectively.

The correction rules for a and b are

a = qr + (q _ r)(t • u) = ;Iajority (q, r t • u)
¢ s

b = st + (s e t)(q • v) = ._dajority (s, t q • v)
¢ a

The rule for a may be nnderstood by the following reasoning:

i f qr = 1, then Channels 1 and 2 are either both faulty (a double error,

unprotected) or both good. If q ¢, r = 1, then either Channel 1 or 2 is

faulty, but under the assumption of a single error, Channel 3 must surely

v
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(a) SYSTEM SCHEME (b) CORRECTION SWITCH (COINCIDENT-CURRENT
INPUT GATING)

R8-3196-105

FIG. 3.23 REDUNDANT-CHANNEL REPETITION-PARITY HYBRID SCHEME

he good. Thus, the true value of a may be ol,tained from

t • u = b e (b e a) = a. The same ar.rzumenL applies to b .

[I; should be noted t;}_at t}_e scheme corrects single-channel failures,

whet],er "permanent" (botl, transmissions faulty) or "transient" (only one.

foul t.y transmission).

The correction switch For imt',lementin{_ these rules, illustruted in

Fig. 3.21(b), combines some of t. e more difficult problems of t.l_e switches

for the parity-redundancy anti time-redundancy sc],emes. Coincident C,,rre:it

selection as s},own in Fi_ 3.21(h) or diode gatina is required to pr,_-

Lect tt_e twosuccessive transmissions from interference, and tI_e logic is

such tl,at a combination of diode logic and linear-output, logic of fairly

high weighting is needed.

The switch design is based on the decomposition

a .
1

= ,Maj (q. r, t • u) = 7 Maj (q, r, u) + t Maj (q, r. 7)

I

= (4. * q, r, u, 37) + (4 * q, r, u, 3t)

7
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C. SCtlE_IE AI,t,O_',ING NON-I_,EDUNB:",NT CIIANNKI.:-; ONI.Y

T]_o s(_,coT]d sc}_,cn-_e also coi'rccts single, sym:r.etr[c oFFers. It .so._

' i, L1t i t rot-no ,.npti fief rcJundancy, and requires nnly two transmissions,

quires more complex encoding and decoding. In Fig'. 3.24, a, b, and c ,,re:

indcf,,-ndent, dat_: so_rccs. In the first pass, a, b, and c are passed

through amplifiers l, 2, and 3, and the received versions are stored as

a 0, b 0 and co, respectively. In the second transmission, the throe puir-

wise parity functions a e b, b ,a c, and c e a are observed at ,,\raplifi,'rs !,

2, and 3, and stored as x 0, Y0' and z0, respectively.

v

INDEPENDENT TEMPORARY
AMPLIFIERS

DATA SOURCES STORES

R,_- 3t96- tO6

FIG. 3.24 REDUNDANT-LOGIC

REPETITION-PARITY

HYBRID SCHEME

The correction rules are:

a -- a (a o • t, e x o • 1) ", (a o e bo • Xo)(C o • z o)c 0 0

= Nlaj (a 0, b 0 • x o, c o e z 0)

b = b (b o • c • YO • i) + (b o e co • yo)(a o • x 0)
c 0 0

= _daj (0 o, c o e Yo' a o e x o)

c = c (c o • a • z o • 1) + (c o • a o • Zo)(b o • yO )¢ 0 0

= Maj (c o , a 0 e z O, b 0 • x o)

\
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For a., we may argue as follows: if a 0 e b 0 • x 0 _ ] = t, then

..\mpiifiers 1 and 9 are eit]_er both fau!ty (a condition that is not

corrected) or both good, In the latter case a may be taken to be a 0,

If a 0 _ b O • x 0 = l, then the fault is in Channels 1 or 2, in which case,

Channel* 3 may he trusted, Thus, a c may be obtained from

c O _ z O = c _ c • a = a. Since the system is symmetrical, the same

argument applies to 6 and to c .
C C

The correction switch (not shown), is of the same kind as for the

previous scheme, hut more costly, A possible decomposition is

a =
c boC 0 Maj (ao, xo, z O) + boc o Maj (ao, xo, z O)

+ boco ,_laj (ao, xo, z O) * t, oC o ,laj (a o, x o, z o)

This calls for high-weight linear-output logic, of the form

boc o Maj (ao, Xo, z O) = (7 * ao, Xo, zo, 3bo, 3c O)

and eight diodes for each corrected variable and complement.

known whether this form is minimal.

Tt is not

D. CO },".},IE NT S

The schemes vary in the relative costs of extra time, extra ampli-

fiers, encoder logic and decoder logic, where "costs" include both

amount of equipment and design costs. Considerable room is thus given

to the system designer for tailoring the redundancy to the costs of his

circuit technology and to the particular logical structure of his system.
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A n_,'nLer of schemes have }'.ten presented for aipplication of logira;

red:lndancy for fault masking, in the framework or a standard l_.i,il,it-C.c, re

!ogle sche.v.e. The only hove! circuit rc,tuired Las been an extension :_f

_he presently used magnetic-core c_rc_=at, steering switc}, to inc!ude co:n-

l,ina_ic_nal logic in the i,;r,_t _,nd ontput circ'aits. This extension is well

Known, and has the advantage of requiri_,g (for all but a small number of

_.he codes descrii,ed) no extra semicond',_ctors, and no extra clock phases.

Since Lhis study did not include detailed circuit design, the upper Iim[ts

of practical switch sizes (i.e., numl_er of inputs and outputs and sizes of

weights a_:d thresho_,ds) are not known. It is suggested that detailed cir-

cuit designs be carried out, at [east on the simpler switches, such as the

majority, for the (1,2) code, the augmented majority switches, for the

(3,3) code. the complete decoding switch, rot the (3,3) code, and tl:e

coincident-current repetition--transposition majority correction switch.

Although these are not the most efficient codes, they call for the simplest

encoders, and their reliability improvements are quite substantial.

The choice of schemes must be made by the system designer on the basis

of relative costs or limiting conditions applying to the different redundant

elements--/.e., encoder equipmc_,t, ampli fiefs, decoder equipment, and time.

Ills decision wilt also be influenced by the amou|:t of reliability improve-

ment needed and l_y whether the errors are symmetric or asymmetric.

Although the techniques presented have been directed toward a par-

eicular logic and circuit scheme--i.e., Inhibit-Core logic, with current-

steering output circuits, it is not difficult to extend the techniques to

other schemes. For example, there are other magnetic switches, without

semiconductors, or with diodes or transistors, which could serve in an

Inhibit-Core scheme, whose logical design would be covered by the switches

described here. Furthermore, the general ideas of single-pass correction

using error-correcting codes, of multiple-pass correction using transpo-

sition of channels, and of the possible hybrids, are applicable to any

scheme in which protection of circuits that are essentially communication

channels is needed--for example, memory sense and drive amplifiers.
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APPENI)IX

THEOIiETICAL RELIABILITY IS,IPP, OYEMENT OF SYSTEMS USING

REDUNDANCY BASED ON E_'t_,]OR-CORRECTING CODES
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,_PPEN,.r; rf

TIIEORETICAL RELiAIIH,ITY l,,h- _,O_E:_tnNT OF SYST,_,,,,S USING

REDUND,%NCY BASED ON ERROR-CORRECTING CODES

"File improvement in systc::, reliability given by use of redundant

equipment may he measured by the ratio of the probabilities of system

failure with and without redundancy. In systems whose correct, ions are

based on parity check codes, system failure is defined as tl,e probability

t,i_at the number of faults exceeds the error-correcting capahiiity of t.he

code. rn the following analysis it will be assumed that the elements fail

independently with probability q, and that the equipment .sed for cor-

recting errors is fa;:lt-rr_ ....

First, consider a system based on a single-error-correcting code of

independent data digits and k redundant check digits. The probability

of system failure in the non-redundant system is

-_P-,,v.R. = I - P.o fa_lt_ = 1 -- (l -- q)" = mq, for small q.

The probability of system failure in the redundant case is

pt = 1 - P - P
F,R no faults exactly one fault

1 _ (l _ q) _+k _ m + ,_ q(1 _ q),_+k_ 1 (a + k)= 2 q2, for small q.

The improvement is measured by

P_, _ 1

/°+1- \ 2 q
Ps,.v. R. '_

= Aq

Values for A for various single-error correcting codes a_e as

follows:
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m k A

1 2 3

2 3

3 3 ,5
4 4 5.25

4 4 7

5 4 7.2

6 4 7.5

7 4 7.9

8 4 8.25

9 4 8.67

i0 4 9.1

As an example, a (1,2) code with q = 10 "3 effects a reduction in the system

failure probability of 333 times.

Second, consider an (m,k) double-error-correcting code. ttere,

\
v

pii = 1 - P - Pex_ctiy - PF,R no faults one fault exactly two faults

(a+ _ _ ),+k-2= 1 - (1 - q)m*_ - (m + k )q(1 - q)_+_-I _ 2 q2( 1 q

In+ lq3 for small q.
3

Thus

II

q
PF, N.R. m 3

2 = Bq2

Values of B for various double error correcting codes are as follows:

m k B

1 4 I0

2 6 28

3 7 40

4 7 41.3

5 7 44

6 8 60.7

7 8 65

8 2 70

9 8 _ 75.5
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.,\s an example, a (1,4.) code with q = 10 .3 effects an improvement of

lO0,O00 Limes.

The relative improvements for a system composed of a nu:nt;er of gro,'ps

is the same as that of the individual groups, for small q. It may ,%e

noted that the better (smaller) ratios are given by codes based on the-

smaller number of data channel, s per group. At tile same time, the number

of redundant channels needed in the system is greater for the smalier

groups. For example, for protection of three data channels, th_ .3,3)

code gives only a,/s the improvement of the (1,3) code, but it requires

only 2/a the number of channels. The choice of codes thus depends on

the cost of the channels and the value of the reduction in probability

of failure.
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